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Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035
Custom milled chainrings
Any size, any shape
Custom freewheels
5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7 speed, 8 speed, 8 compact
Freehub sprockets
Any size, alloy or steel
Also CNC machining, frame building and the undertaking of design work.

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.
Phone +61 3 9758 5541
Fax +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.ihpva.org/com/Greenspeed/
Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun. The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63 speed, Sachs drums, rack, etc.
GTR Sports Tourer Trike, 24 or 42 speed, Sachs Quarz, etc.
GTT Tandem Trike, 63 speed, Sachs hydraulic discs, etc.

A$3,500
A$4,200
A$6,000

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available. Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

Seat Of The Pants Co. PO Box 5, Sale, Cheshire M33 4AP
Phone / Fax 0161 976 5662
Offers the following models:
The Burrows Windcheetah
The Pickup
The Velocità

Copenhagen Pedersen

Recumbent Shorts

"Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News
Will carry half a Brox with ease!
All-aluminium Sports / Touring SWB, with front
suspension as standard. Now being
manufactured by The Seat Of The Pants Co.
We are now the UK importers. Prices start at
around:

The Editor Rants...
World Championships
Not long back from the World Championships in Germany. Not a good turn-out as far as the residents of
this sceptred isle are concerned. I can understand that the duration of the event might have put a few
people off, as might the emphasis on competition against the clock rather than the type of head-to-head
racing we favour over here, but there were some who averred that they couldn't possibly go to Germany
as it's so expensive. Oddly enough, either just before departing or just after returning, a BBC type was
interviewing tourists in Stratford. Quoth one German: "Yes, we are enjoying our holiday, but the strong
pound makes hotels and meals very expensive compared with home". Oh well. Anyway, a good time
was had by all who did attend, and you can read all about it in the next Newsletter, due sometime around
Christmas, on account of this one being full already.

Business Matters
It is sad to have to report that both Neatwork and Aerobikes have recently ceased trading, though not
altogether surprising if what Miles Kingsbury told me the other week is the case for all manufacturers;
namely that sales are way down. I therefore hope that Pashley, who have recently entered the market
with the PDQ, don't get their fingers burned. I had the opportunity to try the PDQ briefly in Germany; it's
a SWB bike based on an American design, and while it's unlikely to set the racing world alight, it is a
nicely assembled and very comfortable machine. We wish them well.

The Design Museum...

£2,200 + VAT
£1,400 + VAT

...will shortly be staging an exhibition on the subject of "Bicycles", to run from October until April next year.
Quite what they're planning to exhibit remains unknown at the time of writing, though apparently they
have one of Mike's monocoques and a Pedersen there anyway. The Design Museum is at 20 Shad
Thames, London SE1 2YD, phone 0171 378 6055.

£1,540 + VAT

Have You Heard The News From Spain?

£1,400

The HPV movement in Europe continues to expand; we met a chap by the name of Guido Lindener in
Köln. Guido is president of the recently formed "HPV Ergos Cicles Club Valencia" (current membership
14 and rising). He says that he is hoping to organise an event in Valencia, which he describes as "like
Holland, but warmer". Contact him at c/ Bisbe 14 .pta4, 46002 Valencia, Spain.

Designed by Andy Wilkinson for his epic Lands
End - John O'Groats record-breaking ride. The
only UK shorts made specifically for recumbent
riders. Real chamois insert. S/M/L
£35.35 + £2.50 p&p

<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay
Phone / Fax 0141 332 4733
offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:
Primo 37-349 tyres
£14.95 + £1.50 p&p
Dave may also be able to supply Primo 37-451 tyres if there is sufficient demand, and is investigating the
sourcing of other items including IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks
etc.
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Letters, articles, pictures, Bill Gates' bank account details etc. are always welcome - please send
to the Editor at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with
most file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or Word easiest to cope
with), but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

Picture This
After moaning in the last issue about the number of pictures available to brighten up your Newsletter, I
have been positively inundated with them recently. Big thanks to Brian Dalton, Nigel Sleigh, Tony Hunt,
Ian Hague, Geoff Bird and of course Tina for photos of various events, and also to those who have sent
photos accompanying letters and articles. It's greatly appreciated, and to everyone who asked for them
back - I promise they'll come home eventually!

Congratulations
to various club members on recent exploits of one sort or another. First up is Andy Wilkinson, who, as
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you may have seen elsewhere, broke the long-standing record for a 24-hour time trial at the end of July.
Riding a Burrows-designed monocoque machine instead of the Giant mountain bike (!) he's used for his
previous two "24's", he covered 525.3 miles to break Roy Cromack's record of 507 miles, which had
stood for 28 years.

Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sussex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines
Phone 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative
rake forks.

Frameset:
Complete bike from:

£795 inc. VAT
£1350 inc. VAT

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:
£995 inc. VAT
SPARES:

Tyres:
HP tubes:

500A Michelin
- £7.50 450A
- £6.95.
500x28A Michelin
- £3.50 Swallow 500A/20"
- £3.00
450/18"
- £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00. Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscription, back issues etc. for Recumbent Cyclist News. Annual subscription is £25.95.

Miles Kingsbury 01494 524004 / 450414
KINGCYCLE recumbent

Congratulations are also due to "Father of the Club" Ron Beams, on reaching his 90th birthday. Many
happy returns, Ron.
Finally, club member Geoff Cooke has also been doing Good Works on a diamond-framed machine. If
you are at all au fait with track racing, you may be aware that Geoff was Commonwealth sprint champion
in 1974, as well as competing in the World Championships and Olympic Games, before becoming BCF
National Track Coach for ten years. He's currently the World Masters sprint champion, and is still putting
in the same sort of times for the final 200m - 11 seconds or so - as in 1974. I'm told that he has recently
been trying assorted unfaired recumbents, with sprint speeds that would have seen him very well placed
in the recent World Championships. He's currently concentrating on the defence of his World title, but
has also expressed an interest in trying a serious high-performance recumbent. Anyone?

Recumbent UK
News reaches me of a new magazine, to be called "Recumbent UK" and edited by Richards Loke and
Taylor. It is planned to be a sort of British / European equivalent of "Recumbent Cyclist News", with less
emphasis on the competition and self-building areas than is usually to be found in this magazine. There
may be a flyer enclosed with this issue, but in case there isn't - a year's subscription is £9 in Europe or
£14 outside, while a trial issue can be had for £2.50 / £3.25. The Richards are looking for advertisers (big
hint), and can be contacted at: Recumbent UK, The Laurels, Church Hill, Olveston, Bristol, BS12 3BZ, or
on the 'net at http://www.teleserv.co.uk/homepages/RecumbentUK/

Juice Plus
The above is not, as you might believe, another one of those so-called "energy" drinks - you know, the
ones guaranteed to make you 75% faster in your sprint to the nearest Great White Telephone because
they taste so damn' awful - but rather a capsule which contains "all the great antioxidants found in rather
copious quantities of fruits and vegetables". Now I thought an antioxidant was something to stop your
car from going rusty, but no; the list of benefits ascribed to such substances is too numerous to list here.
The magazine article (from "Peak Performance" magazine) I was handed at Herne Hill, by a chap whose
name I neglected to note, seems to think that they're a Good Thing, and he also told me that they come
recommended by at least one member of the Club's racing fraternity. They are available in Orchard
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Holder of the World 1 Hour Record for 4 years with the Bean

A quality and race-proven machine equally suited for commuting and touring. There are many accessories available, including nose and tail fairings and a pattern for a cloth fairing. Also available: wheel discs,
headrest, touring carriers.
Kingcycle complete with 21 speed indexing Sach 'New Success'
Groupset & Sturmey-Archer hub brakes
£1380 inc. VAT
As above but with Magura hydraulic brakes
£1500 inc. VAT
Frameset, for owner to fit with parts of choice
£820 inc. VAT
Front suspension supplied with the above
£246 inc. VAT
Rims for 450A & 24" tyres
£18.50 inc. VAT
Ask for details of the many other accessories

Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City
Road, Sheffield S2 5HH
Phone 0114 275 6567
Fax 0114 270 1016
e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk
In addition to our range of touring and racing bikes, city bikes and tandems, we also offer:
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.
£795 Frameset: £575
Rear rack
add £20
Rear mudguard
add £8
Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide. In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open! We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details. All prices include VAT.

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484
"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed
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Blend and Garden Blend varieties, depending on whether they are predominantly fruit- or vegetablebased. Further details from: Robson and Wright, 29 Derby Hill Crescent, London SE23 3YL. Tel: 0181
699 6071.

Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page
Half page

£30.00
£15.00

An Apology...

Approximately 450-500 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section
are free, and should not read like an excerpt from the "Hackenthorpe Book Of Lies". We'll gladly do you
one as big and glossy as the size and production techniques of this magazine permit; please take out an
advert at the above rates.
Oliver Zechlin’s 1997 HPV CD-ROM is now available in the UK.
Today’s most comprehensive electronic archive about Human Powered Vehicles includes pictures, texts,
video clips and homepages about recumbent bicycles, waterbikes, railbikes, and aircraft.

...is owed to Hugh Haines, whose phone number I managed to get wrong in the last issue. Happily,
someone did manage to contact him, with the result that the Kingcycle fairing has now found a new
home. Hugh still has some other bits and pieces for sale - see the other end of the magazine for details.

And Finally
Your editor has a new job - more money and no nights. The downside of this, as far as the Club is
concerned, is that night shifts were when I used to do the bulk of the work on the Newsletter. Still, we
both think it's worth the trade...

18 pounds including P and P.
Contact:

It's Your Letters, It's Your Letters!

Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone 01954 261557 or e-mail richard.loke@analysys.co.uk

John Kingsbury, 22 Oakfield Road, Bourne End, Bucks. SL8 5QR, 01628 528775
8 Sept ’97
Dear Dave and Tina,

Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial Road,
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ
Phone / Fax 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk
WWW: http://www.cycling.co.uk/bikeshop
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, SpeedRoss recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low
Racer, with then GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow. All machines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also availeble:
Trice

Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components.
£1599
Frameset: £1299
Sachs Trice
Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance. Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100
Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor. Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA
Speed Ross
Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components.
LX: £875
STX: £825
Frameset: £675.
Festina XLR
Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK. Tail fairing available. £1100
Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity
£295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body)
£400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available. Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25. All prices include VAT.

.deciMach Prize
I too never found any record of a sea level sprint speed greater than 58 mph.
Let us, for simplicity’s sake, pretend that 60 mph has been achieved, then 75mph represents an increase
in speed of 25%. Now we all know that the power required to push a body through the air at subsonic
speeds increases with the cube of that speed. Therefore the power required will be 1.25 cubed and that
on my calculator = 1.95... So all we need to win the prize is either someone with 95% more power or a
fairing with 95% less drag or a combination of these.
I hereby offer an additional $1,000 to swell the prize fund.
(My reading of the rules indicates that multi-rider machines are permitted, so increasing the power by
100% seems entirely feasible – Ed.)
K2 development
I have reunited my two unicycles (see Edinburgh race report – Ed.) and am in the process of taking the
last remaining slop from the steering linkage. Then it’s back to testing until we can get that Slash Wasplike round the corners. I used to reckon that any new project needed to be designed twice, but now I think
three times is required. I now have to add more lightness and simplication to the front suspension. It’s
that quest for the ultimate compromise what keeps me going!
28, Tadorna Drive, Holmer Park, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 1QP
Dear Dave,

Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030
are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension.
Prices from:
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JK writes:

Enclosed are pictures of the third recumbent that I have built, the second being in issue 43; this new one
I managed to tie in with my ‘A’ level design course so I could work on recumbents and still be doing
homework. The new recumbent is the first one that I have built without relying on other designs.

£1100

5

The seat was made from 1.5mm birch plywood laminated together in a jig, I reduced the ride harshness
of using small wheels by using a less acute curve in the seat so it leaves a gap of about 1 inch which
provides suspension for the rider. The seat was then covered with 1 inch of (I think) polyurethane foam
for comfort.

The wheels are 20 inch front and rear, with alloy rims and stainless steel spokes, the rear hub is a
Sturmey Archer Elite front hub brake which had to be adapted to fit / work properly in the rear triangle.
Currently the front hub is a knackered and heavy three speed Sturmey Archer which is going to be
replaced by either the alloy five speed Sturmey Archer or the Nexus 7 speed system; the front wheel is
stopped by a Vee-brake.
I was present at the Birmingham Wheels meeting but unable to bring the bike due to not having a boot in
my car, but I am going to sort out and test the bike during Whitsun ready for the race at Lancaster.
My thanks to Acousta foam - covering the seat, my dad - spraying the frame, Aerobikes - supplying
difficult parts, the editor - sourcing Schwalbe City Jet tyres and the ‘A’ level examiner for, hopefully giving
me a good mark.

1997 World Championships, Köln. Report in Issue 51...

The main frame is constructed from 2” circular 18 gauge ERW tubing with elliptical tubing used for the
rear triangle, the 90 degree curve in the main tube had to be done with a lot of heat and a hydraulic
bending tool. The FWD system was created from a reversed pair of BMX forks with elliptical tubing
holding up the bottom bracket. A lot of model building and experimenting had to be done so that I would
be able to pedal in a straight line and around corners without influencing the steering with each pedal
stroke. It takes a bit of learning to ride but after half an hour I could ride it well. At present it weighs about
30lbs but this will drop to 25lbs when the correct parts are fitted.

Photos: Geoff Bird
...I see you quiver with antici...

...pation!

Recumbent UK

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Our first issue includes news, technical columns, product tests,
completely unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a
dealer guide and much much more.
Trial issue : £2.50
1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £9.00

Yours Sincerely,
Anthony Shingler.
Looks like a very neat ("Pretty", says a voice from over my right shoulder...) device, and hopefully a bit
easier to ride than his last machine featured in these pages - the SWB bike with fore-and-aft joystick
steering, which I was unable to ride at all! If Anthony doesn't get an "A" for this machine, we'll send the
heavy mob round!
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Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ

Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee………….……
send in your name,telephone number, area/country and the details by September 26th 1997.
First Issue : October 1997.
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Ingliston
Number
36
11
68
92
22
110
44
8
14
17
25
99b
27
33b
13
121
90

Even yet more
Joy of Art!

15 min + 3 laps
1.12 km / lap
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Position
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
12
1
Steve Slade
Wasp II
U
12
2
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
12
3
Steve Donaldson
K2
U
12
4
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
12
5
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
U
11
6
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
11
7
Ken Brown
Traction Avant 2
U
11
8
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
11
9
Jonathan Woolrich
Shopper
U
11
10
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
10
11
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
U
10
12
Tina Larrington
Hindenburg
F/L
10
13
Dean Swift
Kingcycle
U
8
14
Brian Dalton
Trice
U/M
8
15
Nigel Sleigh
Plastic Maggot
F
DNF
N/A
Kevin Doran
?
A/U DNF
N/A

Meadowbank
Faired
20 min + 4 laps
Number Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Km/h
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
76 53.4
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
76 52.8
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
67 46.9
68
Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F
58 40.1
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
54 37.4
121
Nigel Sleigh
Plastic Maggot
F
49 34.4

MPH Position
33.2
1
32.8
2
29.2
3
24.9
4
23.3
5
21.4
6

Meadowbank
Unfaired
Number Name
Vehicle
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
110
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
99b
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
33b
Dean Swift
Kingcycle
90
Kevin Doran
Woolrich Prototype
13
Brian Dalton
Trice

MPH Position
25.3
1
24.8
2
24.7
3
23.0
4
21.3
5
20.9
6
20.2
7
17.8
8
16.1
9
15.1
10

20 min + 4 laps
Class Laps Km/h
U
59 40.7
U
58 39.9
U
58 39.7
U
54 36.9
U
50 34.4
U/L
49 33.7
U
48 32.5
U
42 28.6
A/U 38 25.9
U/M 36 24.4

Meadowbank Overall
Number Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
76 53.4 33.2
1
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
76 52.8 32.8
2
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
67 46.9 29.2
3
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
59 40.7 25.3
4
68
Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
58 40.1 24.9
5
110
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
U
58 39.9 24.8
6
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
58 39.7 24.7
7
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
54 37.4 23.3
8
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
54 36.9 23.0
9
121
Nigel Sleigh
Plastic Maggot
F
49 34.4 21.4
10
99b
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
U
50 34.4 21.3
11
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L 49 33.7 20.9
12
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
48 32.5 20.2
13
33b
Dean Swift
Kingcycle
U
42 28.6 17.8
14
90
Kevin Doran
Woolrich Prototype
A/U
38 25.9 16.1
15
13
Brian Dalton
Trice
U/M 36 24.4 15.1
16

42

Position
F U L A M
1
2
3
1
4
2
3
5
4
6
5
6 1
7
8
9
1
10
1

Dear Dave,
Here is something for BHPC News:
The letter by Hugh Haines in BHPC 47 brought out a common problem in HPV clubs everywhere: “environmentalists” vs. “athletes”. Even with the British gang not in usual strength, those at the Worlds in
Cologne could also identify a third group of “music lovers and partakers of various fluids gone off”, especially at 3 o’clock in the morning!
The German club has just experienced such a split with the “green faction” suggesting to eliminate the
purpose of “sport” in the German bylaws, and various prominent “sporting” members resigning because
of this. In Switzerland we have no problems with this, both groups happily coexisting and mixing, because members of both constitute the group of “users”.
As one of the environmentally motivated, I feel very much on the defensive in this ever worsening world
and wish that we of the human powered movement could do our bit to counteract the ever increasing
erosion of our quality of life through the motor car in particular. With people getting lazier and pedestrian
traffic down 20 percent in recent years in Britain, it will take more than a conservative Labour government
to improve matters.
As participants in an event soon realise, going by HPV or train requires more personal effort than going
by car and so only a small fortunate fraction manages to do this. Unfortunately those vehicles most likely
to make a publicity impact, like fully faired vehicles, or help the world situation, like various HPV’s for
goods transport, are the most difficult to transport. Serious racing types also have multiple vehicles,
cases of spare parts and the less serious often great amounts of liquid fuel and a large fan club to
transport.
Therefore only the most keen tourists in our fraternity do manage to come under their own power, or at
least by public transport. Many vehicles will not be brought at all, mainly because it is such hard work and
because there are rarely any serious events or exhibitions at championships, but also because diehard
greens won’t drive cars and vans thousands of kilometres just to come 20th in some race they haven’t a
chance of winning.
I think we should regard the journey to an event as part of it and encourage the tourists who do make the
trip under their own power and also those with vehicles practical enough to be taken by public transport,
such as folders. Thus major events could have encouragement prizes for this sort of thing, which could
be coupled with an exhibition of the vehicles involved. Another idea is the Tour type of event, where all
vehicles travel from one place to another in touring or racing mode. This is of course the most difficult to
organise and also requires some incentive to avoid having huge motorised support teams as in cycle
racing. One way to do this is to a organise common support/transport vehicle(s) like a van or bus. Although people often try to do this, without some “official” help they often give up. Therefore the organisers
of larger events should make the effort to help here, at least symbolically. How about charging a parking
fee for individual cars/vans and subsidising common vehicles to some extent?
Such things as described above require a lot of work, organisation and/or sponsorship. However I think
we should try to do this.
Best regards,
Theo Schmidt
Steffisburg, Switzerland
Personally, I would have very much liked to have ridden to Köln this year, but was unable to do so as
there were still substantial quantities of Tina's goods and chattels to be transported from Germany to the
UK - a couple of bookcases, an office chair, a large and fragile architectural model, etc. etc. However, we
intend to get a substantial BHPC posse together to ride to next year's European Championships. We'll
just have to buy the beer when we get there!
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Annette

Adaway

Tail Fairing
A fun weekend. Sooner or later we must get a dry day at Meadowbank, while Ingliston offers a plethora
of potential circuits, particularly if we could get the place on a day when the other end of the old motor
racing circuit isn’t in use (though Dave Cormie reckons this is fairly unlikely). Please can we have more
people there next year?

Bottom to top: Nigel Sleigh, Roy MacDonald, Steve Slade. Photo: Brian Dalton

P.S. The return to London on Monday saw the Stobbies beat the Nobbies 38 - 7.
18 June 1997
Dear Sir or Madam
Please can you help me? I have been lucky enough to purchase a Trishaw. I am trying to retrace the
history of it, and hope that you may be able to help me. Regrettably, I cannot find any books or
information on trishaws as they are so uncommon here! Below is the specification of the machine.
Specification of the Trishaw
At present the whole machine is a green colour.
I do not think this is original. It has been badly
sprayed in places. Do you have any idea what
the traditional colours would have been? The
carriage seats two, and is of wooden construction. It is decorated with brass trim, which has
been painted red. There is a number plate to the
back of the carriage. There are two symbols
and then the numbers :02333. The plate is yellow with black writing. Is this a genuine plate,
meaning the trishaw was registered somewhere?
The front wheel is a 26", whilst the rear wheels
are 28". There is a brass pedal below the seat,
to the rear of the pedals, which operates a disc
brake on the right hand rear wheel. One wheel
has a yellow line round the wheel, on the chrome
trim.
History - as I know/have been advised
I have been told that “a few years ago” it was
used in a film
•
Is this why a lot of the brass trims are
painted green?
Apparently it was a “rod braking” bike originally.
It also appears to be a British built cycle to the
front. The handlebars are not original, they are a
Raleigh design.
•
Where did it come from, or go to be modified?
I have had the tyres and inner tubes replaced.
The inner tubes were orange rubber.
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Ingliston
Number
11
92
36
68
110
44
55
14
25
22
8
5b
121
27
83
98
99b
33b
90
17

40 min + 1 lap
1.12 km / lap
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Position
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
27
1
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
27
2
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
25
3
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
24
4
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
U
24
5
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
24
6
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
23
7
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
23
8
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
23
9
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
22
10
Ken Brown
Traction Avant 2
U
22
11
Dennis Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
20
12
Nigel Sleigh
Plastic Maggot
F
20
13
Tina Larrington
Hindenburg
F/L
20
14
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L
19
15
Robert Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
19
16
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
U
18
17
Dean Swift
Kingcycle
U
17
18
Kevin Doran
White Knight
A/U/M 16
19
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
DNF
N/A
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Position
Points
F U L A M F U L A M
1
20
2
15
1
20
3
12
2
15
3
12
4
10
4
10
5
8
5
8
6
6
7
4
6
6
7
1
5
20
8 2
3 15
9
2
10
1
11
12
1 1
20 20

Thus sobered, many head once more for the Woodside Bistro, food, drink, pictures from Köln and finding
out what Nigel Sleigh did in the Sixties. It can be revealed that he used to frequent the Cavern Club for
lunchtime gigs by a beat combo with the unlikely name of “The Beatles” (comment: “they were bloody
awful”), and that he regrets not keeping up his guitar lessons (comment: “the bands were all crying out for
guitarists; it could have been John, Paul, Nigel and Ringo if I’d played me cards right”). Back up to the
circuit for some heavy sleeping.
Sunday August 24th

Paul London defies gravity...
Photo: Tina Larrington

It looked like a nice sunny morning as we headed across town to the
Meadowbank velodrome, but by the time everyone had arrived and
set themselves up, the cloud had thickened and rain seemed more
or less inevitable. Which would be not at all nice on a wooden track
completely open to the elements - some found it too scary in the dry.
The unfaired people went off first, for 20 minutes plus 4 laps of the
250 m track. As expected, Ian shot off into an early lead, but after
only five minutes or so, the rain came. At that instant there could be
heard the clear sounds of an accident from the far end of the track,
while simultaneously Neil Coles pulled off the back straight. The
race was red-flagged, as we didn’t want a repeat of the second semifinal in Leicester last year. On reaching the scene of the crash, it
was discovered that Ken Brown had clipped the offside front wheel
of Brian Dalton’s Trice and come off, skinning himself somewhat and
damaging some part of the Traction Avant’s anatomy to boot. Once
the rain had let up, and the track, particularly the very slippery red
line, had dried a bit, the faired runners had a go. Though not before
Paul London had once again failed to release his feet in time… Everything then went according to the form book, with Slash overhauling the quicker-starting Steve Donaldson to take the win, with Roy
third, your Editor fourth, Paul fifth and the Plastic Maggot sixth Jonathan and Tina having elected not to take part for various reasons.

The rain held off long enough to allow the unfaired
race to be re-run. Hardly had the riders begun to
move when Pete Cox came to a grinding halt with
his chain guide pulley locked solid, costing him
some three minutes. Meanwhile, Miles, Ian, gNick
and Tim led the field round for a while, though Tim
soon dropped back. Miles then decided it was time
for someone else to lead for a while, and swung
high up the banking to the rear of the trio. At which
Ian promptly upped the pace by five seconds a lap,
and neither gNick nor Miles were able to stay in
Pete Cox & Low Tide - before the transmission seized touch for long, though the latter kept at it long
Photo: Tina Larrington
enough to get clear of gNick. And that’s how they
finished. At the back of the field, Kevin was getting
used to handling Jonathan’s prototype arm-powered bike on the banking, and soon overhauled Brian’s
Trice. He was doing a sterling job of chasing Dean Swift, on Roy’s Kingcycle, as well, but was unable to
make up the deficit incurred by his wobbly start. At which point the rain started again, this time properly.
It was pretty soon decided that we wouldn’t bother hanging around in the rain to do anything else, and all
dispersed, many to the pub over the road. Michael Schumacher made a better fist of coping with a wet
track, but then he’s got four wheels. Forza Ferrari!
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•

Any idea of how old the Trishaw is?

I have had a new wheel with a disc brake fitted
to the front. There was one normal cycle cable
brake at the front, though it was very crudely
fixed together with metal strips. To be legal in
Britain you must have two brakes.
•
Where was this second brake fitted?
There is an eagle design below the seat, and a
“dragon” looking object on the front.
•
Are these someone’s trademarks, or a
manufacturer’s design?
The last time one was seen in my area was in
1981. The gentleman who has done the work
already on the trishaw did work on some from
Singapore Airlines in approximately 1991.
I am not sure if it is from India, China, Thailand or
Vietnam - or anywhere else! For all I know it may
be a heap of junk! I have fun riding it, children adore it, so I do not care if it is. People ask about it, so it
would just be nice to know!
I hope that you may be able to help me. I really am at a loss as to who to approach on this one! I would
greatly appreciate any information on this wonderful machine, as I hope to restore it to its original state,
if I can find what it may have looked like.
Thank you for you assistance.
Yours sincerely,
Annette Adaway
Can anyone shed any light on the genesis and / or history of Annette's machine?
37 Grove Lane Barrow upon Soar Leics LEl2 8NP 18 May 1997
Dear Editor
Messrs Brett & Jones’ (Issue 48) separate requests for discussion of design/marketing of recumbents
stimulates the following:
1.

Animals exhibit convergent evolution. Whales look like fish because fish have a good shape for
swimming. Vehicles exhibit convergent evolution if there are unifying evolutionary pressures and a
plethora of makers (many makers = many designs; competition = successful design is favoured).
Evolutionary pressures at BHPC meetings are to do with maximising speed and, on bumpy twisty
circuits, this involves handling as well as aerodynamics. Half of all BHPC racing machines are
Kingcycles: one may guess that SWB recumbents with a moderate seat height give both good
aerodynamics and good handling. Painting a Peer Gynt yellow, and racing it, would test the hypothesis that the colour conveys a speed advantage, a far from flippant point because hypotheses are
better tested than speculated upon.

2.

Jonathan Woolrich pulled out of the Birmingham Wheels Park race because it was largely uphill, a
very bumpy course, and the only bit where one could get up to speed was a short steep twisty hill
where his fairing was of no advantage. If the evolutionary pressures differ, design must also differ.
On this particular racetrack suspension was a great advantage. Were all roads as bumpy, all HPV’s
would have suspension.
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3.

The additional hazard of cars, motorcycles, and a dung lorry trying to use the Birmingham track
during the progress of a race may produce road-going evolutionary pressures among racing machines. Being one of two people who discussed with the dung lorry driver the advisability of trundling
out immediately in front of Steve Slade at the bottom of a near-blind hill, I suggest that the roadgoing racing machine must also cope with random movements of other road users not all of whom
can be described accurately as intelligent. It was noted that the dung lorry driver was equipped with
a mobile phone. It is perhaps irreverent to speculate on the need, in Birmingham, for On-Call dunglorries.

4.

I have built eight recumbent bicycles out of scrap for road (not race) use (hence N = 8, hardly
statistically valid) and prefer a seat height much greater than any racing machine so that my head is
above the roof level of cars. Anecdotally this is unnecessary: Clive Sleath points out that in ten
years of riding low recumbent trikes on open roads he has never been mown down although it might
be objected that, had he been, he would not point out the converse; and John Stuart Clark who is
6’7" tall and at the time was riding a conventional diamond-frame bike with a 27" frame, was a hitand-run victim of an elderly motorist on the Isle of Wight last week. A high seat on a recumbent
necessitates a triangulated seat base to get feet onto road at traffic lights. I prefer a wheelbase of
55": my favourite bike being both longer and higher than a Kingcycle, the ride is less twitchy. Yet at
the only HPV race I have ridden in, I was soundly thrashed by Kingcycles, indicating that seat height
might not contribute to racing viability. Of course N =1 and I am not a fit cyclist so again it is wise to
suspend judgement.

5.

6.

Several village kids (good benchmark of street cred) have asked about my bike, but only when I am
on a long wheelbase machine. If Mr Jones is keen on marketing, it may be as well to reflect that
consumer pressure differs from race pressure. A recent attempt to replace a kettle yielded a shiny
hemisphere with a handle which neither allows access to a water source nor a balanced grip for
pouring into a teapot. The kettle does, however, look stylish. The debate about form and function in
the arts world is nonetheless valid for its antiquity, and other things being equal a good-looking
machine may be more marketable than one which looks ill. I sometimes prefer to do my shopping on
a cycle which does not provoke mirth among pedestrians.
I question the legitimacy of pure ‘design’. Experience suggests that drawings on a drawing-board,
however beautiful, are not as fast as a sketch on scrap paper which has actually been made into a
bike albeit in the back shed with a small MIG welder and a pile of scrapped cycles. There does not
appear to be a substitute for practical experiment. Unsurprisingly, other makers were keener to chat
with me after I had proved myself by racing one of my bikes, proffering all sorts of welcome advice
including the observation that in hot weather jeans offer no racing advantage over lycra shorts.

I too hope for wide-ranging discussion on recumbent design in the Newsletter. The rolling resistance
correspondence to date has been very interesting. I also welcome discussion of names (Robin Downes,
Issue 47): the term ‘bent is not the greatest contribution America has made to world culture, and any
alternative is to be welcomed. Having a great many German relatives our family tends to refer to a
recumbent as a “liegerad”, to the mystification of the schoolteacher of at least one of my children, though
whether said schoolteacher would be enlightened by recumbent is open to question.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Middleton
In the light of Richard's observations, and also those of several others with whom I have spoken recently,
we reckon that there could be a good market for childrens' recumbents. Whether it would be possible to
sell them at a price that pleased both the builder and the parent is a matter for a better business brain
than mine, but remember where you read it first (10% consultancy fee...)
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plus 1 lap. She’s not riding herself, having done her back in dropping onto Germany from the considerable height of an Ostrad tandem. “Everybody ready?”. “NO!!!” shout, among others, Mrs. Larrington and
Mr. Woolrich. At which point JK drops the flag anyway… The two Steves pull away as usual, while
behind Ian Chattington has latched onto the tail of Roy MacDonald’s Wasp and is soon well ahead of the
next group - Mr. Editor, gNick and Miles Kingsbury on the unfaired Wasp. There is a great variety of
cornering lines on display at the hairpin, and a similar set on the trickiest one, a ninety-degree left-hander
with a pothole right where one would prefer to place one’s wheels. Avoid the hole and you run the risk of
hitting the bump on the apex instead, and it was this which claimed Roy - the Wasp’s rear wheel skipping
out of line and depositing bike and rider on the ground. It took the victim a lap or so to pick himself up and
count his fingers before continuing rather slower than before, which was quite handy for Miles and me, as
once Roy had caught us we were able to match his pace, while gNick, troubled by too little grip from his
skinny IRC rear tyre, couldn’t or wouldn’t. As the end of the race drew nigh, Slash led from Steve D, with
Jonathan third in spite of his poor start. Fortunately, I figured that I could get through the combination of
bends where Roy had come to grief before Oscar came up to lap our group. This was no bad thing, as at
that point the aluminium bolt securing Oscar’s handlebars snapped, leaving Jonathan with no steering,
and hence no balance. Bang, scrape… Jonathan was happily undamaged, and Oscar only a little the
worse for wear.
Once again, cunning Mr. Editor had his ears open, and heard the bell for Slash shortly after we crossed
the line. Roy and Miles didn’t. I managed to get past Roy on the corner before the hairpin and stayed
ahead for the remainder of the lap, timing it just right with Slash passing me just before the line. Behind
him came Steve, with Ian Chattington taking the unfaired class and an excellent third overall. Miles was
second unfaired, from gNick, while Tina headed Susan Laughton home in the Ladies’ class. First, and
indeed only, multi-track machine was Kevin Doran and the White Knight. Then time off for tea, buns and
more testing of the K2. I discovered it’s quite possible to freewheel the beastie quite long distances
hands-off, though it’s a bit more tricky under power. Slash is not impressed and still claims that the
handling needs attention.
For the second race, we opted to run the opposite
way, for 15 minutes plus 3 or 4 laps - I can’t remember which. Steve Donaldson decided to race
the K2, while Slash ran his Wasp unfaired and
Jonathan used the Shopper, having not fixed Oscar’s fundamentals in time. Now, many readers
will be aware of the phenomenon known as “Doing
A Woolrich” - toppling over in an undignified heap
on the start line. Paul London has recently acquired
a pair of SPD’s, and it was he who fell to the floor,
narrowly avoiding taking me with him. Once righted,
the race began, with Slash and Ian blasting away
from the field, and Steve and I running together in
third and fourth, with Miles, gNick and Paul somewhere behind, ahead of some close scrapping in
the unfaired division - if I remember correctly Pete
Oh no, not again! Photo: Tina Larrington
Cox, Ken Brown and Tim Hayes were together
throughout. Ian took the sprint and the win, while the close proximity of a group of lapped machinery
allowed me to sneak up the inside past Steve before getting to the tightest corner, where he had already
been grass-tracking once or twice. With the racing over, there is little activity, and Nigel Sleigh decides
it’s time for him to try the latest K2, to check on improvements made since his impromptu trip into the
hedge at Eastway. “Much better”, he says, returning to base. There then follows a nasty creaking noise
as the K2 converts itself to a pair of K1’s. A joint in the main frame tube has let go… A great shout of
“He’s broken it” brings everyone running, many with cameras. Some people, though, have gone rather
quiet as they contemplate what might have happened had the failure occurred, for example, while Steve
was charging into a last-lap corner with three other machines nose to tail alongside.
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Edinburgh, 23rd /24th August 1997
Nose Cone
As many of us are well aware, Edinburgh is a long way from the green and pleasant southland; the only
advantage that this confers on the visitor is an opportunity for a marathon game of “Nobbies & Stobbies”.
We got a bit lost in Glasgow, and a bit more lost in Edinburgh, but managed to find Ingliston OK, by which
time the score was Nobbies 15 - 35 Stobbies. The Securitate wouldn’t let us in until someone with an
official BHPC hat arrived, so we went to the nearby Scottish Agricultural Museum with the intention of

The Birmingham circuit. Picture: Tina Larrington

Christina Larrington
166 Higham Hill Road
London E17 6EJ

Re: Telephone Manners
Ingliston - the happy campers. Photo: Tina Larrington
obtaining tea. Mission successful, and the lie given to the myth about the Scots being Yorkshiremen with
the generosity taken out (they gave us a pot of tea!), we emerged to find Dave Cormie had arrived and
successfully negotiated terms for entering the circuit. Set up tents and bikes, try to work out a reasonable
circuit and feed Dave Cormie with Choc Chip Tracker Bars to prevent the poor fellow from starving to
death before dinner, taken in the Woodside Bistro just down the road.
Saturday August 23rd
Rise, breakfast and greet the morning’s arrivals. Several people are to be seen playing with the latest
incarnation of John Kingsbury’s K2. The handling is now a lot more user-friendly then before (i.e. nobody
fell off), but the bike is still rather heavy, and one or two people questioned the need for suspension on a
machine a) with such fat tyres, and b) intended primarily for record attempts. Nigel Sleigh, The Rider
Formerly Known As PsyclePath, has also been
busy - his latest creation being a Corriboard fairing
known as the “Plastic Maggot” - so called because
it has a Wasp inside. A consensus has been
reached over the circuit to be used, which has a
nice mixture of corners fast and slow and a reasonably long straight in its 1.1 km. Neil Coles goes
out to inspect it, loses his low Ross when the front
tyre punctures, and returns with a dose of gravel
rash on his arm, thus setting the tone for the entire
weekend.

Nigel Sleigh's latest, er, Thing. Photo: Tina Larrington

After a few more warm-ups and exploratory laps,
Sherri lines us up for the big event - 40 minutes
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Some people don’t have them!
Quite a lot of people phone up wanting to speak to the Editor about HPV-related issues. Not very many
have told me who they are, what they want and why they phone during the day when they might expect
to find the nice Mr. Editor out earning money. Recently I have tried to accumulate this information by
offering to take a message. Now some of the aforementioned people are then quite nice really, some
however are not! Because I love pain I also love to be treated like a brain damaged wombat. I do ride and
race recumbents as well and therefore might be able to talk about the subject for at least 5 minutes.
But, I would think that a lot of the matters are probably better addressed in letter form, for the following
reasons:
a)
b)
c)
d)

people can think about what they want to ask and put questions into an understandable order.
answering is also ever so much simpler when you can refer to something which has been written
down.
you do not have to run around the house in order to find the piece of paper which has the information
written on it but which is usually buried in the sock drawer.
it is a lot cheaper (I am amazed how many people actually think that being the editor automatically
implies that you can spend hours phoning back people who want something from *you*.)

So, could all the people who need some information in future please write instead?
If you really do need to phone, go ahead, but it might be nice to find out your identity next time round. (It’s
brilliant when Dave gets home and asks me who phoned and all I can say is „Several anonymous people,
I bet they really really want to talk about recumbents“)
Regards,
Tina
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Steve’s Secretarial (and other) Stuff
Bikes, Birds & The F*** Factor (Cycling & Natural History)
“Clive Peacock wrote off just to please his mother. An application form came back.
Under hobbies Clive wrote cycling and natural history. He made up the bit about
natural history. He was called for an interview. He borrowed his friend Ralph’s suit
whose trousers were three inches too long for him. Before he went into the interview room he removed his National Health spectacles, out of vanity. The interview
went smoothly enough. The recruitment officer was impressed by Clive’s enthusiasm for cycling. He was puzzled by his ignorance of natural history, but since it
was a cycle-postman the GPO were looking for rather than a botanist, he wasn’t
overly concerned.”1
Many members of the club will be aware that our honorary president Mike Burrows, is something of a
twitcher. With reference to bird identification, a friend of mine once told me how to differentiate between
a Buzzard 2 and a Golden Eagle. This means of identification is known as the f*** factor - if on seeing the
bird your immediate reaction is one of awe and surprise it is a Golden Eagle. What has this got to do with
bikes? Despite clocking a slower time for the Time Trial at Darlington than I did two years ago, and not
having sour grapes about losing to Slash by eight seconds, I don’t think I want to do the course again.
Like Nigel Sleigh, in retrospect the first downhill into West Auckland has too much of the f*** factor. I
enjoy speed, but am less keen on speed that I have no control over.
Back to Mike Burrows: whilst touring in France nine years ago, I succeeded in fading the brakes of the
unfaired Speedy on a 17km downhill. Mike didn’t believe you could do this until the following year he did
the same, albeit fully faired, in the Tour de Sol.
I didn’t fade the brakes on the Wasp but did feel they would have been of no use had I wanted to use
them. Clearing 50mph near the top of the hill, it was a sustained high speed descent - rather than a brief
plummet to an exhilarating but short-lived maximum speed. The challenge of a hilly course makes this
Time Trial worthwhile, however, the objective dangers of the open road at extreme speed are not. My
fear is that an accident on this course would do the club a great deal of harm. It certainly wouldn’t do the
victim much good either (please hobble forward Martin).
1.
2.

From “The Missing Postman” by Mark Wallington, Warner Books,1993.
The buzzard is also known as the Tourist Eagle because so many visitors to Scotland confuse it with
the golden eagle

BHPC & The RRA
John Williams of the Road Records Association phoned me again to try and encourage interest from
someone in the Club setting a worthwhile straight-out 25 mile record. All those interested, speak to Steve
Donaldson (01224 722164). Your chance possibly to be first in the book!

Excuses Excuses!
No further forward with putting pages of SYWTB on the Net. Rank laziness, start of the race season and
buying a house on Steve & Sherri’s part - not any tardiness on John Olson’s part!

BHPC AGM
The Club’s Annual General Meeting is fast approaching (writes your Editor, but who’s fussing?). This is
your big chance to have a say in the running of the Club – to raise issues, depose Committee members,
call gNick an idiot, whatever. It seems to me (the Editor) that this is secretarial business, so should you
not be able to attend, please send details to Mr. Secretary Donaldson at his new address – see page 2.
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I haven't put in the alleged speeds from Lancaster, coz I just don't believe that people were 3-4 mph
faster here than at Meadowbank...
Lancaster - Slow Race
Number
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Position
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
16
1
66
Dennis Adcock
Faired 1
F
16
2
99b
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
U
16
3
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L
16
4
5b
Dennis Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
16
5
98
Robert Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
16
6
2b
Dave Harwood
Windcheetah
U/M
16
7
4
Anne Coulson
Kingcycle
U/L
15
8
77
Jon Coulson
Windcheetah
U/M
15
9
67
Tim Clarkson
Trice
U/M
14
10
0
Chris Cox
Windcheetah
U/M
14
11
8b
Ronald Dewhirst
Trice
U/M
14
12
90
Kevin Doran
White Knight
A/U/M 12
13
Lancaster - Fast Race
Number
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Position
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
21
1
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
21
2
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
21
3
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
21
4
76
Nigel Leaper
Low
F
20
5
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
19
6
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
18
7
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
17
8
121
Nigel Sleigh
Wasp II
F
16
9
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
F/L
16
10
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
16
11
2b
Dave Harwood
Windcheetah
U/M
16
12
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
16
13
Lancaster Overall
Dave Harwood's best result only
Overall
Position
Number Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Position F U L A M F
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
21
1
1
20
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
21
2
2
15
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
21
3
3
12
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
21
4
4
10
76
Nigel Leaper
Low
F
20
5
5
8
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
19
6
1
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
18
7
2
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
17
8
3
121
Nigel Sleigh
Wasp II
F
16
9
6
6
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
F/L
16
10
7
1
4
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
16
11
8
3
2b
Dave Harwood
Windcheetah
U/M
16
12
4
1
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
16
13
5
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
16
14
6
66
Dennis Adcock
Faired 1
F
16
15
9
2
99b
Neil Coles
Ross XLR Festina
U
16
16
7
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L
16
16
8 2
5b
Dennis Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
16
18
9
98
Robert Turner
Aerobike Sprint
U
16
19
10
4
Anne Coulson
Kingcycle
U/L
15
20
11 3
77
Jon Coulson
Windcheetah
U/M
15
21
12
2
67
Tim Clarkson
Trice
U/M
14
22
13
3
0
Chris Cox
Windcheetah
U/M
14
23
14
4
8b
Ronald Dewhirst
Trice
U/M
14
24
15
5
90
Kevin Doran
White Knight
A/U/M 12
25
16
1 6
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Points
U L A M

20
15
12
20
10
8
6

20

4
3 15
2
1
12
15
12
10
8
20 6

The Editorial Team couldn't make it to Lancaster.
Here instead are the views of Mr. N. Sleigh, Scouser-at-Large...

Events
The chances of getting this issue to your door by the time of Curborough are remote, so that leaves us
with little of a crowded season remaining:
October 5th
October 19th

(P) Castle Combe
Eastway

near Chippenham, Wilts
Races and BHPC AGM

We aim to gather at approximately 10:30, with a view to getting racing underway at 11:30 or thereabouts.
Note that no pre-registration is required for any of the events - just turn up, sign on, pay the entry fee
(usually £5), tell whoever is about to start the race that you're not ready (and hope that they take notice
before Paul London falls on top of you), and pedal frantically until someone waves the chequered flag...
How To Get There
Castle Combe - from the A420 between Bristol and Chippenham, take the B4039 to the north-west,
towards Castle Combe village. The track is on the southern side of this road, and is fairly well signposted.
Eastway, as any fule kno, is actually in Temple Mills Lane, London E15, but unless you are perverse
enough to be coming from the back end of Stratford, you will find that you actually need Quarter Mile
Lane instead. This is off the A106 and can be relatively easily located by following signs for the new
Spitalfields market. The nearest tube is Leyton, on the Central line.
And finally the usual reminder that you MUST have legible numbers on the left and front of your machine,
at least A5 sized. If we are lucky, we may even avoid issuing one number to two different competitors
(bane of the Official Points Counter's sad and bogus existence). Thou shalt also have a helmet and
functional brakes.
Touring Secretarial Bit
Sherri says to remind everyone who is interested that there will be a social tour the day before Castle
Combe, organised by Paul London (01843 586653) & Anna Jenkins (01252 815118). There will be a
choice of 20- or 39-mile routes, and prospective victims should assemble by 10:30 in the car park in
Castle Combe village.
European Championships 1998 - August 5th - 9th
Preliminary details of next year's Eurochamps in Roskilde, Denmark, have been announced. I have
some copies of the registration form if anyone is really anxious to get their name down early; I am also
intending to publish it in the next Newsletter, which should be out around Christmas. We're going, and I
trust many others will do likewise - if the 1993 event in Farum was anything to go by, a splendid time is
guaranteed for all. If you are planning to take the ferry from Newcastle or Harwich to Esbjerg, Mats
Nilsson - Mr. HPV Sverige - says that it is much cheaper to book the crossing from the Danish side of the
North Sea; apparently it works out at around half the price. The nice Mr. Organisator we met in Germany
promises he will investigate this on our behalf. Alternatively, you could get Steve Donaldson to do his
impression of a drunk Dane for you...
Winter Races???
T'other week in Scotland, several people came out in favour of running the odd indoor non-championship
race event over the winter - the Belgian HPV Club already do this. The Manchester velodrome is the
obvious venue for such an event, while other suggestions include the Calshot track in Southampton (can
anyone confirm its current state of repair?) and one of the airship hangers at Cardington near Bedford.
Anyone with any ideas, contacts, very large garden sheds etc. should please to let the appropriate Authorities know.
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Flashes From The Archives Of Oblivion
1983
Great fun is had on the Isle of Wight. Great Britain is circumnavigated by Speedy-mounted students.
Their record stands to this day – I wonder why? The BHPC is founded and Richard Ballantine produces
the first Newsletter – 8 A5 pages. In it, Mike Burrows is trying to sell an “aerodynamic funny bike”…
1984
John Kingsbury takes over as Newsletter Editor. Practically his first announcement in print is his intention
to retire from the post as soon as possible. The Dupont Prize, for the first single-rider machine to top 65
mph, is announced. Mike Burrows stages a one-man invasion of Holland, and meets Eddy Merckx. Mike
Burrows stages a one-man invasion of Canada, wins lots of money and loses at table tennis to a Bulgarian midget. We all get thoroughly roasted at Thamesmead. Mike Burrows and others invade Indianapolis,
USA – Mike has this to say on the subject: “There are obviously good and bad ways to see a country and
I would hope that ten days of fast food and motels is about the worst. If it is not, I would suggest that they
ask for the blankets back.” Miles Kingsbury reinvents himself as Mr. Bean several years before Rowan
Atkinson.
1985
BHPC publishes set of rules for Practical Vehicle
Competition which are a model of their kind. They
are subsequently totally ignored by all and sundry. The Zapple Festival in Milton Keynes sees
the debut of the infamous Purple Nasty – surely
the largest single-rider HPV in history. Sir Clive
Sinclair announces the C5. Spares are to be available from Hoover Service Agents. At the time of
writing, Graeme Obree is still the only bike builder
to have successfully harnessed washing machine
technology. “So You Want To Build An HPV” is
published, to critical acclaim, and with promises
of regular updates.

2/3 of the Purple Nasty. Photo: Geoff Brown

Herne Hill Overall
Number
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps
11
Steve Slade
Wasp
F
62
76
Nigel Leaper
Low
F
59
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
58
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp
F
56
51
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
F
52
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
50
68
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
50
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
49
108t
John Lafford
Arrow Trike
U/M
47
116
Mark Timbrell
Kingcycle
U
47
40uf
Ian James
Banana
U
46
X
Tony Gould
Rogers Trike
U/M
46
32
Richard Everett
Kingcycle
U
46
7
Roan Allen
Hummingbird
U
46
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
46
23
James Shorten
Shed
U
46
27
Tina Larrington
Hindenburg
F/L
46
87
Dave Redknap
Quadras
U
46
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
44
73
Tim Elsdale
Prone LP
U
44
137
Ian Willett
Ironing Board
U
44
88
Tony Herbert
Kingcycle
U
43
50
Geoff Bird
Velodynamics Mk II
U
43
66
Dennis Adcock
Faired 1
U
43
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
U
42
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L
42
12
Chris Nason
Blast 3
U
42
89
Anna Jenkins
Kingcycle
F/L
42
91
Ian Manders
DIY
U
41
33
Phil Skoyles
Mean 'n' Not Green
U
41
47
Terry Power
Inversion
U
40
70
Peter Little
Spot
U
40
65
John Linwood
Kingcycle
U
36
90
Kevin Doran
White Knight
A/U/M 31
121
PsyclePath
Cabincycle Plug
F
30
86
Yan Sheen
Windcheetah 6
F
DNF
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
DNF

Km/h
52.9
50.3
49.3
47.2
43.9
42.2
42.2
41.1
39.4
39.4
39.2
38.7
38.7
38.6
38.5
38.5
38.5
38.5
37.5
37.5
36.8
36.0
36.0
35.8
35.2
35.1
35.1
35.0
34.3
34.1
33.5
33.4
30.0
26.0
25.2
N/A
N/A

Overall
Position
MPH Position F U L A
32.9
1
1
31.3
2
2
30.6
3
3
29.3
4
4
27.3
5
5
26.2
6
1
26.2
7
6
25.5
8
2
24.5
9
3
24.5
10
4
24.4
11
5
24.1
12
6
24.1
13
7
24.0
14
8
23.9
15
9
23.9
16
10
23.9
17
7
1
23.9
18
11
23.3
19
8
23.3
20
12
22.9
21
13
22.4
22
14
22.4
23
15
22.2
24
9
21.9
25
16
21.8
26
17 2
21.8
27
18
21.8
28
10
3
21.3
29
19
21.2
30
20
20.8
31
21
20.8
32
22
18.6
33
23
16.2
34
24
1
15.7
35
11
N/A
N/A

1986
Freddy Markham and the Gold Rush team scoops the Dupont prize. Chairman Mike and others go back
to the World Championships, held for the first time outside the USA (in Vancouver). They like it. Peter
Ross and Trice are featured in “Women’s Realm”.
1987
Mike Burrows does the odd issue as Newsletter editor while JK moves house. The German Vector team
set a clutch of new world records, but do so 12000’ up the Andes, which is thought to be Not Quite
Cricket. John Kingsbury announces “when I retire I think I will become an “expert””. Meanwhile, son
Miles begins to popularise the fabric fairing, or Bag, or Tent.
1988
Mike is now the full-time and somewhat unconventional editor of the Newsletter. He eschews page order
and having all the pages the same way up, and berates his readership for bourgeois conventionalism
Start of the Herne Hill fun race. Photo Nigel Sleigh
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35

M

F
20
15
N/A
12
10

Points
U L A

M

20
8
15
12
10
8
N/A
6
4
3
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Herne Hill - Fast Race
Number
Name
Vehicle
Class Laps
11
Steve Slade
Wasp
F
62
76
Nigel Leaper
Low
F
59
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp
F
56
51
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
F
52
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
50
68
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
50
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
49
40uf
Ian James
Banana
U
46
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
44
73
Tim Elsdale
Prone LP
U
44
121
PsyclePath
Cabincycle Plug
F
30
86
Yan Sheen
Windcheetah 6
F
DNF
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
DNF

Km/h
52.9
50.3
47.2
43.9
42.2
42.2
41.1
39.2
37.5
37.5
25.2
N/A
N/A

MPH Position
32.9
1
31.3
2
29.3
3
27.3
4
26.2
5
26.2
6
25.5
7
24.4
8
23.3
9
23.3
10
15.7
11
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

when we dare to complain. The Brits attend the European Championships for the first time, and the
phrase “Beer and Sausages” enters the BHPC lexicon. Tony Webb’s account of the Dark Horse’s trip
from Birmingham to Harrogate is published – still the best article in all 49 issues to date, in this Editor’s
opinion.
1989
HPV’s hit the Tour de Sol, to the great alarm of the Swiss police. Freddy Markham ups the Hour record
to 45.366 miles. Mike Burrows tries to interest the Club in road records, to massive public indifference.
JK is (thankfully) back in charge of the Newsletter, while at the end of the season, Miles shows the
prototype Kingcycle at Eastway. When pressed to make a production version, he grudgingly concedes
that he will build “ten”.
1990

Front and rear ends of Dave Richards' Kestrel. Photos: Brian Dalton
Herne Hill - Slow Race
Number
Name
17
Jonathan Woolrich
108t
John Lafford
116
Mark Timbrell
X
Tony Gould
32
Richard Everett
7
Roan Allen
44
gNick Green
23
James Shorten
27
Tina Larrington
87
Dave Redknap
137
Ian Willett
88
Tony Herbert
50
Geoff Bird
66
Dennis Adcock
25
Tim Hayes
83
Susan Laughton
12
Chris Nason
89
Anna Jenkins
91
Ian Manders
33
Phil Skoyles
47
Terry Power
70
Peter Little
65
John Linwood
90
Kevin Doran

Menaces in Emmen. Photo: Jonathan Woolrich or Paul Craig, I'm not sure which...
Vehicle
Oscar II
Arrow Trike
Kingcycle
Rogers Trike
Kingcycle
Hummingbird
Peter Ilich
Shed
Hindenburg
Quadras
Ironing Board
Kingcycle
Velodynamics Mk II
Faired 1
Ross Low
Tchaikovski
Blast 3
Kingcycle
DIY
Mean 'n' Not Green
Inversion
Spot
Kingcycle
White Knight
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Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
F
58 49.3 30.6
1
U/M
47 39.4 24.5
2
U
47 39.4 24.5
3
U/M
46 38.7 24.1
4
U
46 38.7 24.1
5
U
46 38.6 24.0
6
U
46 38.5 23.9
7
U
46 38.5 23.9
8
F/L
46 38.5 23.9
9
U
46 38.5 23.9
10
U
44 36.8 22.9
11
U
43 36.0 22.4
12
U
43 36.0 22.4
13
U
43 35.8 22.2
14
U
42 35.2 21.9
15
U/L
42 35.1 21.8
16
U
42 35.1 21.8
17
F/L
42 35.0 21.8
18
U
41 34.3 21.3
19
U
41 34.1 21.2
20
U
40 33.5 20.8
21
U
40 33.4 20.8
22
U
36 30.0 18.6
23
A/U/M 31 26.0 16.2
24

The cover of Issue 23 sees Steve Slade reunited with his long-lost twin brother – where is he now, I
wonder? The word “WOOF” enters the BHPC vocabulary, as Team Kingsbury finds a rider answering to
the name of Pat “Mad Dog” Kinch. The Mad Dog soon lifts the hour record to 46.96 miles in the new
Yellow Bean. Mike Burrows sells the Kevlar Bomb fairing to gNick Green. Who knows, one day he might
even get paid for it!
1991
One Ebenezer Fartenblast (pronounced “Farnblaze”, naturally) implores the Club to be serious. His
identity is shrouded in mystery to this day. It’s Britain’s turn to host the European Championships – we
descend on Wolverhampton and Walter Zorn promptly wins just about everything. gNick produces the
Gnash, possibly the first composite-framed recumbent in the UK. The MIT Decavitator covers 100m at
18.5 knots.
1992
The print quality of the Newsletter improves dramatically as new printers are found. The Europeans are
in Munich, and involve a couple of 14 hour drives, half an hour’s racing and way too much cheese. Low
bikes start to appear on the race scene, and Pat Kinch and the new Bean II lay a clutch of records on the
runway at RAF Fairford. Meanwhile, in Barcelona, a certain Chris Boardman is making Chairman Mike
famous the world over as he takes gold in the Olympic 4000m pursuit. And in the States, Chris Huber
smashes the 200m record with a run at 68.73 mph.
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1993
“Fiets” magazine promotes the “365-Day Bike”
competition. The winner is the Alleweder. Surprise is expressed. Over to Denmark for the EuroChamps. Some of us ride all the way there and
back. One of us does so without having any of his
dirty washing carried in the Donaldsons’ camper
van. Dave Larrington mows down an old lady in
the Darlington town centre race, while at the Colorado Speed Week (motto “Go Fast or Go Home),
various people wipe out all Pat’s sprint records,
chiz. Recent convert Dave “The Dentist” Fyfe goes
to New Zealand to scare them rigid instead of us.

A Practical Vehicle. Susan swears by at them...

1994
In Australia, Olympic champion Kathy Watt is beaten in a 20 km race by one Sherri Prisk. The French
HPV movement starts to gather steam, as an international meeting takes place in Roubaix. Laurent
Chapuis in Raymond Brichet’s Nilgo wins everything in sight. At the European Championships in Switzerland, Steve Slade wins the criterium, but Pat finds out about rim tapes the hard way in the road race.
Bram Moens travels 47.9 miles in one hour, and what’s more does it below sea level, but the record is not
officially recognised as the M5 has insufficient interior space for both a six and a half foot Dutchman and
a helmet.
1995
The World Championships come to Europe for the first time, though only after a last-ditch rescue by the
Dutch HPV club, especially Sacha Knoop and Marielle Bakker. Meanwhile, the K-Drive comes to Wycombe,
and many chains come to grief. Also in Wycombe, JK presses the wrong button on the photocopier,
resulting in no new faired machine for Pat to race in Lelystad… Axel Fehlau, sometimes known to
hamfisted caption writers as “Alex”, sets new records for 12 hours, 1000 km and 24 hours, while Sergei
Dashevski covers 320 km in six hours in his three-wheeler, dubbed the “Aquariumfiets” by the Dutch. Not
to be outdone, Andy Wilkinson sets a new Liverpool – Edinburgh record in a faired Speedy. Mike’s pleas
for road records finally bear fruit…
1996
Another bumper year for record-breaking; in the Speedy Andy Wilkinson breaks both his own End-toEnd record, and Chris Boardman’s Isle of Man Mountain Circuit record, while Ralph Wurtele sets a new
mark for 100 km and Lars Teutenberg lifts the hour record to 48.5 miles. “So You Want To Build An HPV”
receives its first update; Dave the Dentist goes to the Falklands. The European Championships return to
this country; the long weekend in Leicester is deemed a great success, though those who drank the
water at Bruntingthorpe might possibly disagree. In a hectic three months, Dave Larrington finds himself
with a new job, a new house, a wife and the editorship of the Newsletter – JK has finally managed to step
down after twelve years…
1997
JK has time to devote to designing and building bikes once more. His new effort, the K2, gets broken on
its first outing. It’s not until August that Steve Slade fails to finish first in a Championship race, when a
crash in Lancaster puts him down to second. The Worlds are in Europe once more, and attract a vast
number of “British” competitors – six if you include Sherri. JK takes his revised K2 to Edinburgh. It gets
broken again. The BHPC Newsletter celebrates its fiftieth issue. Who knows what the future will bring,
eh?
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Next up was Tony Gould’s conventional trike, which
finished a short distance ahead of the Kingcyclemounted Richard Everett, after running together for
the entire race. Most of the rest of the field seemed
to be in the next group for the majority of the race,
and all tried to cross the line together. Happily they
weren’t all on the same lap, which would have made
sorting the results out as much of a nightmare as
trying to find space on the track - I’m sure I saw
Tim Hayes take to the grass to get past, while someone else nearly collected an Oscar in the rear end
on the back straight. The verdict went to Roan, a
second ahead of gNick, with James Shorten, Ladies’ class winner Mrs. Editor and Dave Redknap
all on the same time. Second place in the Ladies’
class went to Susan, having fought off the challenge of newcomer Anna Jenkins on a part-faired
Kingcycle. The serious lack of Donaldsons today
is due to their being in the middle of moving house,
in case anyone’s wondering... Honourable mention to Kevin Doran, who has recovered from an
elbow injury sustained on the last climb of the
Darlington time trial, and managed to do a lap more
than PsyclePath. Controversy time next - should
Jonathan be allowed to score points in spite of failing to finish in the first race? Some say yes, others
disagree. In the end it turns out to be nul points for
Oscar and rider.
Lunch ensues, and while some do whatever they
did, others dived into the bar to watch the start of
the British Grand Prix. Viva Schumi, Forza Ferrari,
etc. Then we’re up for the second race, an all-in
20 minute plus 3 laps job. Mr. Slade wins again,
from, if I remember correctly, a revitalised Ian
Sheen, Roy MacDonald, and Tim Costen. Once
more various people collect behind me, and when
Ian Chattington took the lead for a while, I found
myself wishing for a 12½ tooth rear sprocket. Tim
again attracts the attention of the group lurking
somewhere under my tailbox, but in spite of nearly
getting boxed in behind Ian James, this time I managed to hold them all off. Which was nice.
PsyclePath did a few laps with his camera taped to
his fairing so as to take action pictures, and I think
Anna’s rear mudguard tried to escape - something
was certainly making a very nasty noise. By this
time the Grand Prix has ended, and we learn that
Damon Hill has actually scored a point. We faint
dead away with amazement. Back home in time
to watch the last flat stage of the Tour. Erik Zabel
wins the sprint. We totally fail to register any kind
of amazement at all.

Roan Allen & Hummingbird. Photo:Nigel Sleigh

Dave Redknap & Quadras. Photo:Nigel Sleigh

The ladies in the fun race. Photo:Geoff Bird

Who's this big poser, then? Photo:Nigel Sleigh
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Herne Hill - July 13th 1997

The Complete and Unabridged History of Recumbent Bicycles in America

First we watched the Tour, then we had dinner, then we went to the pub. When the pub closed, we came
home. A bit. Fifty yards down the road and gNick realises that Peter Ilich’s front wheel has pulled
sideways. As the beastie has drum brakes, it perforce has bolt-on wheels. None of us has a spanner.
Someone has to ride home and fetch a spanner, at speed. Upright bikes are not designed for this kind of
thing, or not with me on them anyway.

by Wade H. Nelson. Caught flying on the Internet by Bengt Hedbjoerk. Stolen from “HPV Sverige” by
the Editorial Magpie Division!

John Lafford's Arrow Trike.
Photo:Nigel Sleigh

In the morning, depart to points South Londonular. Unload bikes
and hunt for new kit. John Lafford has finished the chassis of his
trike, although the fairing is not yet up and running, so he has elected
to join the multitrack posse for the day. Roan Allen has now painted
the Hummingbird a very smart shade of dark green, and Slash and I
look enviously at his omni-adjustable seat padding, this apparently
being an inner tube stuffed in between the seat webbing, with the
valve sticking out for pressure adjustment. James Shorten, last seen
at Hayes, has a new machine, this a smart SWB bike with a full-size
rear wheel. PsyclePath has a strange Thing. It looks like a cheap
mountain bike, with tri-bars. Investigation reveals that there is a
very good reason for this; it is a cheap mountain bike with tri-bars.
Why? The mystery is solved when Nigel drags assorted white things
out of his Espace and turns the mountain bike into a fully-faired thing.
The white bits being the plug, the contraption is rather heavy, and
doesn’t look like much fun, but unfortunately Mr. Path couldn’t fit
both this and the Wasp in the car, and hence the Wasp stayed at
home. There may have been one or two other machines which I
missed - my apologies - but the only other new thing I can recall
seeing was a pair of 150 mm cranks on Susan Laughton’s
Tchaikovski.

While the event was originally planned to start with some variation
on the theme of timed laps, it doesn’t. Instead, the Powers That Be
split the assembled racers into two, rather lopsided, groups, and the
so-called “fast” people go off for half an hour plus three laps of the
450 m track. One thing becomes immediately apparent, viz. no-one
is going to prevent Steve Slade from wrapping up the faired championship, which he duly manages with his sixth straight win in this
year’s points races. Indeed, he covered so many laps that the stopwatch couldn’t record them; its little electronik brane can only count
up to 60. No-one else came close; Nigel Leaper put in a sterling
effort, but was three laps down at the finish, while Jonathan Woolrich
managed only one lap before pulling Oscar out with his front wheel
misbehaving rather abominably. Ian Sheen lasted a bit longer, some
37 laps in fact, before his left leg seized up. This left Roy MacDonald
to capture third place, with Tim Costen fourth. Behind Tim for much
of the race (a long way behind...) was your humble Editor, with Dave
Nigel Sleigh & CabinCycle Plug.
Richards and Ian Chattington in my slipstream. But when Tim lapped
Photo:Brian Dalton
us just before the end, those rotten unfaired people jumped onto his
tail instead. I managed to catch them again, at which point Ian promptly blew up, but in the final sprint to
the line I ran out of gears and was unable to prevent Dave from taking a fine fifth place. Cue cries of
“DRINK!!!”, in a Father Jack voice.
Then the alleged slow race. Jonathan has managed to talk his way into having another go, so it’s little
surprise that he finishes first by eleven laps. Behind him there was a good scrap going on between John
Lafford’s trike and Mark Timbrell’s Kingcycle, with John edging ahead by three seconds at the finish.
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In the beginning there was this MIT engineering professor. He went to his students and said “Build me a
bike upon which everyone who sees me shall laugh”.
Now, wait a minute. I forgot something. Let me start over.
In the very, very beginning, there were these four
brothers. Brian Wilson, Dennis, his brother David,
and their long lost twin, Gordie.
The story of the recumbent bicycle in America is
nearly as synonymous with the Wilson family name
as airplanes are with the Wright Brothers.
Now, about these Wilsons.
Brian and Dennis both failed out of high school, went
to California and started a very successful surf band
called “The Beach Boys”. David and Gordie both
One of the Wilson brothers' early attempts...
did very well in prep school and graduated with
honours. In fact, they both went to MIT on a brotherly scholarship where in a freak molecular experiment,
not totally unlike what happened to the Incredible Hulk, the two twins were converted into a single humanoid
unit. David-Gordon Wilson was the name the creature adopted for itself, and after graduating, both of
them became a highly distinguished engineering professor who published a remarkable, albeit
incomprehensible book on bicycling science. Now, back to the story.
In the beginning there was this MIT engineering professor. He went to his students and said “Build me a
bicycle upon which everyone who sees me shall laugh”. So some grad student dug up the plans for a
horizontal bicycle that had made French cyclists snicker nearly fifty years ago. The French humour
underground had designed this bike in anticipation of the arrival of Jerry Lewis to their country and
culture. In an effort to prevent such silliness from ever racing or appearing on French television, thereby
embarrassing the proud French society, the bicycle manufacturer’s organisation (referred to as Upright
Cycling Industrie, or UCI) promptly banned what is properly mispronounced as “le bicyclette laiydbeck”.
Their effort to stop the bike failed. Jerry Lewis became a national icon in France. The recumbent bicycle
movement, however, in some sort of phase shift, began gaining favour among all the wacky professors in
America through some sort of intellectual property transfer that still isn’t fully understood. The trade of the
recumbent bicycle design for large quantities of Jerry Lewis’ humour is considered America’s best deal
with the French since the Louisana purchase. Anyway, ever since then an annual contest to build the
funniest looking horizontal bicycle has been held and referred to as the IHPSC (Idiotically Happy PedalPowered Stupid-Looking Chariot Contest) or I’m Horizontal and asininely Pedalling this Stupid Contraption.
Within a decade, almost every bearded engineer, rocket scientist, and professor in America either had
one of these ridiculous contraptions, or wanted one. The welding and beef industries in America
experienced major booms as would-be recumbent owners took up brazing and filleting in their garages.
Certain garages experienced major booms as well, when these amateur welders forgot to shut off the
gas at the cylinder when they were done. You could actually ride some of the contraptions these
transportation pioneers built, but they shared one characteristic among them: They lacked aesthetics. In
short (or long wheelbase), they were ugly. Butt ugly. Even pedestrians ridiculed them and their geek
riders.
The names of these vehicles reflected the interests of their designers/builders: Avatar, HyperCycle, Green
Machine, Blue-Bell, and EZ Racer. The Avatar was a Greek history professor’s bike, the HyperCycle’s
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creator is a Star Trek buff, the third guy had a lawn care business, and the fourth owned a dairy and loved
ice-cream. The EZ Racer was designed by a guy who could never quite master riding a motorcycle but
loved Peter Fonda films and read Speed Racer comics.
Women, of course, had no interest either in these bikes or the geeks who owned them. Geek-mobile,
Nerd-cycle, Sofa-cranker, and Greaser-trike were the names the lycra-headed boy-racers on diamond
frames called the recumbent owners as they passed them going up even minor hills.
Of course, this hurt the feelings of the recumbent owners immensely. They knew that they had a good
bike, one that made children laugh and didn’t chafe your heiney. Yes, they were ugly, and slow up hills,
but so what. The engineers decided to retaliate technically. The HPV designers began designing fairings
for their contraptions. Fairings both cut drag and reduced ridicule from other cyclists, which can’t audibly
penetrate a well laid up Kevlar/Carbon fibre matrix. Faired HPV’s looked like little land rockets and hid all
the ugly mechanicals inside. A fully faired HPV, like the Cutting Edge perhaps, even looked cooler than a
Lotus Super-Bike. And with a fairing Chris Le Wimp could outrun Greg Lemondah, provided of course the
course was dead flat, and at seven thousand foot altitude and near some sand dunes. Which it was. And
he did. Of course, Chris didn’t expect to get a $103 ticket from the Colorado Highway Patrol for doing
what he did, but he did. Chris was eventually able to beat the ticket in court using computer generated
graphs, charts, slide rules and a multi-media display on the dispersion characteristics of microwave
radar. Chris’s attorney called no less than 42 expert engineering and science witnesses all of whom
happened to be fellow bearded recumbent cyclists. Victor Kiam of Norelco fame showed up with electric
shavers for those waiting to testify. What happened was the entire jury fell asleep, along with the female
prosecutor, who is now attempting to put O.J. Simpson where HE belongs. The future has long since
arrived, and the recumbent, the bike of the future, the recumbent is now being pedalled around the world.
The rest is history.
Oh one more thing.
After Dennis Wilson drowned, the band floundered. After a brief period of being a homeless alcoholic,
Brian Wilson finally decided to do something technical with his life and graduated with honours from De
Vry Institute and promptly landed a job running an HPV news group on the Internet. Meanwhile genetic
scientists at MIT continue to try to unravel the DNA chain of the creature known as David-Gordon Wilson
and separate it back into its original two pieces. In the meantime, like the recumbent bicycles his students
constructed in his lab, David Gordie Wilson and all the people who cloned his wacky machines will have
to put up with one, excruciatingly long chain.

The Art of „Body Fleece“
- written by an anonymous German, pinched from the booklet included in the 1997 World
Championships Media Kit and translated by a non-anonymous German, Tina Larrington
The ordinary human rarely reaches an average speed of more than 40 km/h using an unfaired recumbent.
Therefore he is always exposed to the danger of being overtaken by a well trained roadie on a normal
racing bike. As such a very traumatic experience can lead to extreme damage to the self esteem and a
deeply depressive crisis of the mind, one has to prevent the above from happening by the prophylactic
application of full fairings.
Apart from the noisy, banging, heavy and breakage-prone hard-shell-fairings built from expensive fibre
composite materials, one can also choose fabric fairings which can only be tensioned by spanning them
across many intriguingly bent rods and which then flap about wildly in the wind; both are of course no
alternative compared with the ultra-light, sound-absorbing, fast and cheap fairings made out of indestructible
„Meufl-Fleece“. This closed-cell, elastic PE-foam can be curved spherically by shortening the edges and
enables amazing form-stable and streamlined structures to be built.
In the easiest case one can use scissors to cut out clean and sharply-edged segments of the fairing,
which can be simply joined together using contact adhesive. More of a problem is the location of the right
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Speedy, the noise inside it, its general unfamiliarity and too many late nights and early mornings. It’s a
good job it didn’t rain. I hunt for Nigel “PsyclePath” Sleigh, but he’s not at the finish. He started before
me, and I didn’t pass him. Curiouser and curiouser. Finally a yellow object comes into view, with a
slightly disgruntled Scouser aboard. While he managed to clock the highest speed on the descent into
West Auckland (68 m.p.h., from Roy’s 63), this wasn’t enough to make up for the extra couple of miles
covered following a navigational error at one of the roundabouts. I’m still not sure of the overall results,
as Steve and Sherri have them at the time of writing. Lunch follows.
Finally, into town for some prize-giving and static display showing-off. An argument ensues as to who
should receive one of the six prizes; in the end gNick decides to donate them to the first and second
placed faired riders (Steves Slade and Donaldson respectively), first and second unfaired (Dave Richards
and Ian Chattington), first multi-track (Andy Harrington) and Kevin Doran in the arm-powered class.
Nowt for the Ladies, both of whom are rather cross at this. After that, I don’t know what happened as we
had to run away rather quickly - I was on nights again. Roll on the real job!!
Hetton - 1 hour
Number Name
Vehicle
11
Steve Slade
Wasp
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp
49
Neil Marshall
Kingcycle
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
68
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
121
PsyclePath
Wasp
110
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
96
Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey
57
Paul Morantz
Kingcycle
66
Dennis Adcock
Faired 1
15
Andy Harrington
Windcheetah
83
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
52
Tim Hayes
Trice
27
Tina Larrington
Hindenburg
67
Tim Clarkson
Trice
16
John Milburn
Milburn
98
Robert Turner
Aerobike Sprint

Class
F
F
F
F
F
U
F
U
F
U
F/L
U
U
U
F
U/M
U/L
U/M
F/L
U/M
U/M
U

Position
Laps Position F U L M
26
1
1
25
2
2
24
3
3
23
4
4
21
5
5
21
6
1
21
7
6
21
8
2
20
9
7
19
10
3
18
11
8
1
18
12
4
18
13
5
17
14
6
17
15
9
17
16
7
1
16
17
8 2
16
18
9
2
16
19
10
3
15
20
10
3
15
21
11
4
14
22
12

Darlington Time Trial - 32 miles
Number Name
Vehicle
Class Hour Min Sec Km/h MPH Position
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
1
10
46 44.1 27.4
1
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
F
1
10
54 44.0 27.3
2
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
1
22
45 37.7 23.4
3
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
1
23
12 37.5 23.3
4
49
Neil Marshall
Kingcycle
F
1
26
04 36.3 22.5
5
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR Festina
U
1
31
19 34.2 21.2
6
110
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
U
1
35
19 32.7 20.3
7
68
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
1
36
49 32.2 20.0
8
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Windcheetah
F
1
38
02 31.8 19.8
9
44
gNick Green
Peter Ilich
U
1
43
50 30.0 18.7
10
15
Andy Harrington
Windcheetah
U/M
1
49
38 28.5 17.7
11
96
Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey
U
1
52
30 27.7 17.2
12
52
Tim Hayes
Trice
U/M
1
54
27 27.3 16.9
13
16
John Milburn
Milburn
U/M
1
58
44 26.3 16.3
14
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
F/L
2
02
16 25.5 15.9
15
67
Tim Clarkson
Trice
U/M
2
04
35 25.0 15.6
16
121
Nigel Sleigh
Wasp II
F
2
07
18 24.5 15.2
17
27
Tina Larrington
Hindenburg
F/L
2
12
45 23.5 14.6
18
90
Kevin Doran
White Knight
A/U/M 2
44
35 19.0 11.8
19

31

Position
F U L A
1
2
3
1
4
2
3
5
6
4
5
6
7
8
7
1
9
8
9
2
10
1

Points
F U L M
20
15
12
10
8
20
6
15
4
12
3
20
10
8
6
2
4
20
3 15
2
15
1
12
1
12
10

Points
M F U L A
20
15
12
20
10
15
12
8
6
10
1
8
6
2
4
3
3
4
20
4
2
3
2
15
5
1
20

M

20
15
12
10

8

Game over, set new world record for loading car and shoot off down to Darlington as quickly as possible,
with the heating turned up to 11. Having booked in, showered and checked out the time trial course (it
seems smoother than last year), it’s time for machine prodding. There’s not much new at all, as far as I
could tell. gNick has fitted Peter Ilich with a crossover drive, and in an unprecedented attack of Greenness, has fabricated some neat plastic disks to keep the chain in place, out of the freebie CD-ROM’s
dished out by computer magazines. Dave Richards also has a new machine, the Kestrel. It looks pretty
similar to Sun Machine III, but has rear suspension, two chains, a different seat (much more comfortable,
according to Dave) and some tidying up in the steering. Jonathan has an enormous brown parcel. What
could it be? “My new fairing” he says. He’s being economical with the truth - it is in fact his faired Speedy,
which he hasn’t yet unwrapped after it was posted back to him from Bob Dixon. Speedy fettling is soon
underway, as Jonathan plans to use it for the time trial on the morrow. He has also made some modifications to his arm-powered prototype - this mutated shopper now has drive to the front wheel via an assortment of Campag goodies. It turns out to be not at all difficult to ride, although the steering is a bit wobbly
in spite of the damper, but your oversized editor has legs altogether too large to fit comfortably under the
cranks, which meant that all-round Thin Bloke Ian Chattington was able to monopolise it. Until Kevin
Doran turned up... The only other new thing I can recall seeing was the Monster-size rear-view mirror
bolted to the nose of Hugh Haines’ Kingcycle - thanks very much for the marshalling, Hugh, much appreciated.
Thence to the bar, Pizza Hut, the Tap ‘n’ Spile and bed. I think they’ve changed their mozzarella supplier,
as many BHPC members have to get up and drink gallons of water overnight, due to the saltiness
thereof.
Sunday morning. Sunshine! Surely it can’t last? No, it can’t - by the time we reconvene at the start it’s
trying to rain again. Susan Laughton and Dennis Adcock have wisely decided to give today’s event a
miss and soon have the assembled moaners lined up and setting off. How was it? Back in the late fifties,
Roy Salvadori and Masten Gregory were testing their Coopers at Goodwood. Salvadori did a few
unspectacular laps, pulled into the pits and announced “It’s a slow day”. “Sure it’s a slow day” retorted
Gregory, “’cause Stirling Moss and Tony Brooks ain’t here!” Actually, it was a slow day; instead of the stiff
south-westerly we’ve had for the last two years, the wind was a gentle sort-of-northerly, and speeds were
well down on last year. Apart from that?
Blast - there’s a red thing coming up behind! Neil Marshall overtaking already, before we’ve even got to
the first climb. Next come Steve Donaldson and Roy MacDonald, at the bottom of the first bank, Roy
weaving all over the road on the way up. Pass
Sherri, walking. A 38T inner ring is not small enough
- my middle is a 36T! Reach the top of the second
bank. Here comes Slash. There goes Slash. See
Slash go. Go, Slash, go! Down the huge and terrifying plummet into West Auckland at 55 m.p.h.
Pass Kevin at the bottom. Through West Auckland. Hi Tina! Rumble, bounce, grind. Surface
which feels good in hydropneumatically-suspended
Citroen is not good on recumbent bicycle. Overtake a couple of the trikes - Bob Milburn and Tim
Clarkson, I think. Into Barnard Castle, pass DerSherri Donaldson (posing, not walking).
rick Tweddle, catch gNick, who latches onto my tail
Photo: Tina Larrington
for a couple of miles. The Curse of the K-Drive
strikes again - gNick sheds his chain. Pass the
Mighty Tim Hayes. Still no sign of PsyclePath or Miles ahead, or Jonathan behind. Catch Paul Morantz.
“Am I punctured?”. “Looks like it”, I reply. Paul says a Rude Word. Cross the A1, spot the chimney. Not
far now. There’s the pub. Sprint!!
I fall out of my bike, rescue warm clothing from Dennis’ car and recover in time to watch a few more
people finishing. Jonathan turns out to have been slowed by transmission problems, the weight of the
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pattern, because it should have
a pretty shape, should be the
right size and should enable
the „Meufl-Fleece“ to curve in
such a way that no or little
reinforcement is needed. The
newest Meufl-Designs only
have a little hook for
suspending it from the front
mounting; apart from this the
rider literally wears the fairing,
as it so closely surrounds him
or her. One doesn’t have to fear
the agoraphobia of the hardcover fairing because of the
nice elasticity of the MeuflFleece it doesn’t feel cramped
at all. Last but not least one has
A Meufl - probably Harald Winkler's. Photo: Dave Cormie
to mention that the compact
construction is not only amazingly light (~1 kg) but also fairly unaffected by cross winds. Such a modern
cut fairing not only can be taken off as fast as lightning but can also be divided into handy bits by engaging
a zipper.
Had someone been employed to develop such a work of wonder by thinking hard, this person would
have probably backed out due to the impossibility of coming up with a solution. A functional object, that
has to apply to a diversity of requirements, some of them even contradictory, cannot be planned; rather it
has to come into being by everyday use and the employment of the trial-and-error-method. It is therefore
impossible to design a good fairing pattern, rather one should give it the chance to design itself. One
surrounds oneself plus ones recumbent in 6-10 sq.m of „Meufl-Fleece“ and then tries to ride it. Everything
that is now in the way should be cut away, everything that is missed will be added with glue. By repeating
this procedure, a usable fairing happens. If one cuts the fairing into pieces so that they can be put flat
onto a table, one ends up with the sought-after pattern. There have actually been several attempts to
replace or at least shorten the time for the above method with calculations. Ultimately these attempts
failed not only because of the complexity of the calculations but also because one only succeeds in
solving problems. The real art of innovation on the other hand is to firstly find the problems. Once that has
been achieved, it is usually possible to replace any laborious calculations by good guesswork. Anyone
who finds this difficult should seek a Meufl-Guru or visit a Meufl-Seminar.

David Fyfe
1A Capricorn Road
Stanley
Falkland Islands
Home Phone 0 500 22394
20 August 1997
Dear Dave
I have used the weekly Penguin News to educate and inform the Falkland Islanders with my two-part
article on the advantages of recumbents, HPV history and designs, clubs and activities, and the building of my wooden bike.
I have sent you the part of this article covering the wooden Fyfecycle and
the attitudes to my recumbent in Stanley, which should be of interest to your readership.
Introduction
I used to just call my homebuilt wooden bike the Fyfecycle to distinguish it from the Kingcycle. I do
not know who started calling this machine the “Bullet” but that is what everyone in Stanley now calls
it. I think the name comes from the bullet shape of the front fairing but some Stanley people say it’s
because my bike goes so fast. I routinely exceed the town speed limit, especially when going to work
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with the west wind prevailing at 20-30 knots.

Hetton & Darlington – 14 th/15 th June 1997

My Penguin News article starts thus: There is a unique bicycle in regular use on the streets of Stanley.
It’s been called “that bike”, “that silly bike” and much more since its debut in town but many folk have
been satisfied with calling it the “Bullet.” Some of the Stanley schoolchildren had a notion that I am an
inventor! I can have no claim to inventing this machine, merely creating another variation on a
theme that has been around for some time.
Building the Bullet
Building the Bullet cost about a tenth of the price of a new recumbent (e.g. the Kingcycle retailing at
£1500). I built the Bullet because I already had a Kingcycle which was overused for racing, commuting
to work and touring and I wanted to have another machine for ordinary use - a “hack”. No plans were
used. My original Kingcycle was lain on a large piece of cardboard and with a felt tip pen I traced out
the position of the pedals, wheels, steering column and seat. The critical points were then joined up
in felt tip and sketched until the curves looked just right. The rough sketch served as a template to
cut two identical sheets of plywood for the frame members. The pair of ply members were spaced
apart for the frame thickness by gluing in a core of balsa wood (bought from the local aeroplane
model shop). The final alignment of the frame was achieved by clamping the glued sections with a jig
based on two straight pieces of wood. Bike building has never been so similar to building a boat! If
I ran out of clamps, I used plastic cable ties, drilling holes in the wood if necessary. Extra strength in
the frame was achieved by gluing external mouldings of balsa wood on the plywood, sanding these
into curved shapes and then covering these critical areas with a strong skin of carbon fibre, kevlar,
and/or fibre glass. The rear forks are plywood except for the drop out ends - two plates of aluminium
attached with araldite, carbon fibre and pop rivets. The front forks were Vitus Dural racing forks cut
down. A front suspension was made when I was in New Zealand with the assistance of Graeme Simpson
who did the TIG welding and machining. By adding a plain round shaft, a rubber spring and an
antirotational device, the forks can slide vertically within the steering tube without affecting the
vertical position of the handlebars. The components on the Bullet are the very cheapest mountain
bike items that money can buy..... which only goes to show that you do not have to have the best
working parts to go fast.
If you bit the Bullet you would get a mouth full of wood splinters! The Bullet is the only predominantly plywood and balsa wood bicycle that I have seen. My inspiration was the highly successful ply
and balsa fighter bomber of World War II - the Mosquito. The recumbent frame actually requires
some fairly complex curves. Cutting wood to shape avoided relying on welds and bonding in metal
tubing. I discovered wood gives the Bullet a very comfortable and compliant ride. It is strong and
reveals weak areas by cracking slowly instead of failing catastrophically like metal does in fatigue.
Since no plans were used in the construction of the Bullet, wood turned out to be the best material
for ease of modification - if I need to put on a new cable or fitting I simply drill a new hole and place
a couple of wood screws to fix an improvised plastic block to serve as the cable guide. I even found
it easy to trim off any redundant bits with a wood saw in the early days of development once on the
road! The members of the BHPC laughed openly at the debut of the Bullet. It was never very pretty
or quite so fast as my Kingcycle but it did allow me to demonstrate the fastest qualifying lap of the
Hetton Lyons race circuit by an unfaired machine a week after it was first ridden. I used the Bullet for
tours on Skye, the Outer Hebrides and the Faroes carrying full camping kit (accompanied by Anne
Johnston who loved riding my Kingcycle but I often ended up with most of our kit strapped to the
wooden bike!). As my Kingcycle was pampered for racing and Sunday rides so the Bullet became my
mount for commuting to work in Scotland (up to eighteen miles one way). The Bullet has even
survived the better part of a Falklands winter in daily use. So who has the last laugh?
As many members of the BHPC will recall, my Kingcycle was stolen on my way to the European HPV
Championships in the summer of 1996 so it never made it to Stanley for folk to see how smart and
fast a factory-built machine can be. It is a delight to be in a place as trusting as Stanley where bicycle
locks are redundant and bikes can be left virtually anywhere with impunity!
In many other ways, the Bullet seems to have been accepted in Stanley. Recumbents are still not
common enough for people in Europe to accept as “normal.” Back home, I was constantly stared at,
pointed at, laughed at, hooted at, spat at and a lot more besides...... I was always grateful for my
natural speed and would wear the most anonymous helmet and dark glasses for commuting to work.
My greatest dread was passing school playgrounds full of impertinent children! What a pleasure it is
to ride an unusual bicycle in Stanley where you do get noticed but nobody makes any great fuss! (I
suppose it would be safe to say there are more recumbents per head of population in the Falklands
than there are in the U.K. even if there is just the one in Stanley!) In the U.K. the recumbentist has to
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So everyone was nicely prepared for the annual sortie to the northeast when the phone rang. “Hetton will start by 11:30 at the latest, due
to the annual Hetton Carnival being held in the same place in the afternoon”. Harsh words were said, as this meant having to find somewhere to stay on the Friday night. So we arranged to camp at Finchale
Priory, crawled up the A1 and met gNick and Jane in the Tap ‘n’ Spile
in Framwellgate Moor. By which time it was almost dark and pouring
with rain. Jane took pity on us and lent us her parents’ living room
floor...
To Hetton. It’s freezing, blowing three parts of a gale and trying desperately hard to rain. Unload as quickly as possible, but no time to
pump up my rear tyre as everyone is apparently waiting for me. FranArty Bit Part 2.
tic rush to get ready, sit on start line for ten minutes... Off we go. The
Photo: Tina Larrington
wind turns out only to be any kind of a problem at the bottom of the hill,
where odd gusts can give rise to some interesting changes of direction. Obviously the nearer the ground
you are the better, and Steve Slade rockets off into the distance to clock up his fourth consecutive win of
the season. Behind him, Steve Donaldson’s Wasp runs into chain problems, and by the time he has got
them sorted out, Jonathan Woolrich and Oscar have moved into an apparently secure second place.
Steve, however, has other ideas, and is soon lapping faster than anyone in the place in his efforts to
make up the lost ground. At one point I overheard
him conspiring with Mr. Slade to work together to
get himself back into second. It worked. Fourth
faired was Roy MacDonald, ahead of Neil
Marshall’s bagged Kingcycle; Neil had spent the
first half of the race lurking behind me, then he too
had suffered transmission problems and dropped
back. But he managed to catch up again, just as
unfaired leader Dave Richards did likewise, and the
pair of them scooted off up the uphill final straight
at a pace I couldn’t match. Second in the unfaired
class went once more to Ian Chattington, with Miles
Kingsbury third, making his return to racing on a
Wasp.
In the Ladies’ class it was Sherri Donaldson all the
way, with Mrs. Editor in second for almost the entire race - a lap or so from the end the Hindenburg
also shed its chain and allowed numerous unfaired
machines past. Including Susan Laughton. Tina
was distinctly unhappy, this being the third race this
season in which she has suffered some kind of
problem - crashing in Birmingham and suffering
from a loose shoelace threatening to get caught in
the chain at Eastway. First three-wheeler home is
Andy Harrington’s (not the Andy Harrington who
used to race a Trice in the 80’s) unfaired Speedy,
but as I haven’t got the results, I’m not sure who
else finished where. Kudos to Nigel Brown for lapscoring.
Top: Robert Turner (98) & ? Bottom: Susan Laughton & tail-faired Tchaikovski. Photos: Tina Larrington
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perform too well, it must be remembered that the present record of 18.5 knots (about 21 mph, which feels
like 100mph on water - eat your hearts out, rowers) is held by an air-screw driven boat. The whale-tail is
a seriously underdeveloped approach with some potential, but Isabella, the boat at the champs, was
more of a fun machine than a racer; with no moving parts, she was propelled by the rider jumping up and
down to flap the tail. A bit wild, but at least unlike some of the screw props, the tail didn’t suffer that
horrible end to glorious theories in water HPV’s, the dreaded clogging with weed, which is probably one
of the main reasons why Joe Public sticks to his canoes and rowing boats.
As to the boats themselves, there was a complete mixture of approaches. A lot of catamarans:
these did most of the winning - nice stable pedalling platforms if not optimal for wetted area. Then
there were a couple of trimarans suffering from
drag off the short outrigger hulls, plus one, No
Name, converted briefly from a catamaran before
being transformed yet again into a proa (one large
load-carrying hull and one small stabiliser). The
rest were monohulls of varying degrees of stability - the less stable generally having less wetted
area and thus being quicker, the exception here
being a ferociously quick new Dutch boat,
Macbath (only the heads and bare shoulders of
the crew were visible above the slab sides...)
Front to rear: "Banana Duck", "Dragonfly" and
which, however, had a tendency to veer off into a
"Macbath". Photo: Dave Larrington (!)
death roll. Also remarkable among the mono’s
was the Swedish tandem hydrofoil, Af Chapman II, which flew spectacularly between races but lacked
control and muscle when it came to the crunch, dragging its foils round in displacement mode for the
long-distance race, though they managed to ‘fly’ over the finish - a real crowd pleaser!
With boats, multi-human power brings bigger benefits than with bikes, since more power justifies a longer
boat which creates relatively less wave drag, while the wetted area drag goes up more slowly than the
displacement. So it was no surprise that the top straight-line speeds were attained by two-man boats,
exceeded on occasion only by the triple, l’Ordegno from the University of Trieste (shades of the old
illustration in Bicycling Science). On the other hand, some of the big boats were hardly suited to the
slalom.
If there was an overall winner, I’m not sure, but it
would be a hard choice. There was the heavilymuscled Austrian, Kilzer, on his production Water Bike catamaran (about £1500 in UK),
‘Spiderman’ (or was that Kilzer himself?) - potentially unimpressive with its relatively short, heavy,
rough polyurethane hulls, but dynamically well
developed. First in the slalom, fourth in the drag
races. Then again there were the long, slim, hightech hulled catamarans from Trieste and Duisburg
universities, ‘l’Ordegno’ and ‘Close to Perfection’,
"Spiderman". Photo: Tony Hunt
which finished first and second but in different
orders in the 100m sprint, long-distance and drag
races. Or should it have been Duisburg’s second, older cat, ‘Katastrophe’, which won the bollard pull and
was there or thereabouts in most of the other events. On the other hand, ask the crowd and they’d have
given it to the hydrofoil, or maybe Tyson Rigg. Ask me and I’d give it to a fusion of several of the designs,
but I’m not saying which or I’ll lose the element of surprise of my pipe-dream boat - it’d blow ‘em all into
the seaweed, so long as I don’t get around to actually building it...

beware of stopping outside a pub or café - there is a danger of being waylaid with a barrage of the
same old questions - Did you build it yourself? How fast does it go? How many gears has it got?...... or
listen to some old buffer going on about how cycling is not the same as it was sixty years ago! As I say,
there is no fuss made in Stanley..
Postscript
The Bullet has gained a place in the hearts of the Stanley folk. The locals accept the eccentricities of
the ex-patriots as “normal.” I get most of my feedback on the Bullet from my dental patients and at
parties when the information finally comes out “I think your bike is great” - “My kids love watching
you on your bike” - or “It’s so fast.....” Otherwise I just get friendly waves from pedestrians and the
drivers of the ubiquitous Land Rovers. The ratio of one recumbent bicycle to two thousand people in
the Falklands means there are probably more HPV’s per capita than in the U.K. and most other places
in the world. Virtually all Falkland Islanders read the Penguin News and many have read and enjoyed
my HPV article. Does any other territory in the world have such a well informed population as the
Falklands when it comes to HPV matters? At least I know I’ll not be plagued with silly questions.
Stanley folk still, however, ask me when I am going to be setting an official Southern Hemisphere HPV
speed record. The Stanley Airport is mine when I want it out of flying times so I still hope to hear
from someone willing to lend a state of the art, enclosed, HPV.......
Hope it’s been a good summer for the BHPC
Regards to everyone
David Fyfe

RACE FORMATS
I can remember that while doing my first racing season I looked forward to the races. I didn’t know what
to expect, I didn’t know the people I was racing with and even though I was always nervous, I never
complained about anything (to do with the racing – Ed.). Now I complain rather a lot and poor Mr Editor
has to put up with it. I‘m taking part in this, my first full season, but with progressively less enthusiasm,
and I am somewhat bored with the format of the races. So far all the races in the season bar one (Hetton/
Darlington) were half an hour plus one lap. OK, to be fair, Herne Hill was also different, being half an hour
plus three laps. WOW! It’s quite boring to know that at the next track we’re going to, the races will be half
an hour plus a lap no matter what. To make things even more boring, the so-called fun races in the
afternoon are also half an hour plus a lap, the only difference being that instead of being split into groups
it’s an all-in scratch race. WOW!! I know Slash will come first, I know Sherri Donaldson will come first,
unfaired is a bit more interesting; it might be Dave Richards first, but it could also be Ian Chattington or
John Lafford. Mr. Editor Dave will always be in the mid-field, depending on who’s turning up. I have
discussed this whole issue with Dave at great length and yes - there is a point in keeping the race format
the same; it is easier to compare your results, you can see how much you have improved over the last
season/the last race. But that’s about the only thing I find in its favour.
People have different strengths. As we saw at Birmingham, Susan Laughton would have beaten Sherri
had her chain stayed on. I’m also crap on hills but at Herne Hill I managed to stay with a group of riders
I usually don’t stand a chance against. So some people last, have greater stamina, take different risks
when cornering, others have an enormous power output but blow up within five minutes, etc. Why do we
always have the same race format then which clearly favours certain people? While discussing this again
last night we came up with some ideas and I would like to put them forward and hopefully get some
reaction.
1.

2.
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Instead of always having just scratch races, introduce some variety by doing different things at
different tracks. Eastway clearly is a good track for scratch races in the half an hour plus one lap
format, but Herne Hill, for instance, is also a good track for timed single laps, or for time trials,
pursuits, etc.
This might mean more work for the already overworked competition secretary, but it should be
possible to come up with some sort of event and timetable beforehand and not make decisions on
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the spot when already on the circuit. Also I am sure that he will get assistance from other people.
Actually one could pass on the responsibility for the organisation of each event to local “enthusiasts”. It would then be their thing to come up with ideas for the event and timetable. So, for
example, Dave and I could do the organisation for Eastway, Ian Sheen for Hayes, the Donaldsons
for Scotland, Tim Hayes for Curborough, etc. I suppose that alone would introduce some variety. It
certainly did so in Scotland when Sherri was in charge and great fun it was too!
4.
Change the points system again! Instead of just awarding points for one race, maybe split the
points between two events at a meeting. So let‘s say someone is not very good at long distance
racing and comes sixth, he/she will get a point (Formula One-style point system here), but is a
monster sprinter, he/she might come second in a sprinting event. Instead of having just collected
one point for the scratch race, he/she would leave the event having collected seven. To take the
participation into account is easy: at the moment there are ten races per season with seven counting, so one would end up with 20 points events out of which 14 count. This idea might also encourage people to stay on instead of disappearing straight after the points event.
5.
Having different types of races and sprints might also encourage people to enter more than just one
bike.
6.
You could split bikes between two people more easily when doing time trials, etc.
7.
Some keen spectators could also have a go.
8.
Make sure that the fun race is a fun race. Try something different from a repeat of the scratch race.
On the shorter circuits do a Madison, a Devil, whatever. Perhaps run the second race in the other
direction; I really enjoyed doing that at Eastway.
9.
Maybe run two shortish scratch races instead of just one long one. In the first race one could then
see who is just in front and concentrate the efforts in beating that person in the next race. It’s difficult
to say „Oh I have been beaten by him/her at this circuit, I will try to compete with him/her next time
round“, when the next circuit doesn’t compare with the original one.
10. Most of the circuits clearly favour the Wasps if we keep running scratch races only. The Wasps are
probably still best for most other events but who knows? Maybe we could encourage the bike
building people to come up with some evil machinery which is better suited for time trials but too
awkward or even fragile (!) to run in a scratch race. At the moment the development of bikes is
pretty much stagnating. Everybody seems to think that the Kingsburys have sussed it, that the low/
K-drive/fully faired bikes are the best, etc.. But again who knows?
11. Dave says that by the club getting a laptop (could we afford one, Dennis? – Ed.), results could be
processed pretty quickly, therefore helping with organising different events.

Water Craft at the World HPV Championships 1997

3.

So there you have it. Some ideas on race formats. I hope we get some replies to add to this discussion,
maybe some people will come up with more ideas for race formats or is it just me and everyone else loves
half an hour plus one lap races? In that case, I’m sorry for having taken up your precious reading time. I
will go and stand in a corner.
Tina Larrington

Mrs. Editor has been playing with the graphics program...
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af Chapman II. Photo: Tony Hunt
A good entry of 26 boats competed in diverse disciplines on a purpose-built regatta installation near
Cologne over the weekend of 2/3 August. Many of the entries came from European university naval
architecture departments, which have a regular round of events under slightly different rules, though
there are as yet no British student teams, apparently, despite repeated invitations. Two British teams did
turn up, however, to the World’s. One, led by David Witt, a lecturer in Oxford University’s Engineering
Department, brought two boats, Daring and Skippy, each of which was in effect a canoe with an upright
bike mounted on top, driven by a screw propeller and with the interesting novelty of being kept upright
dynamically in the same manner as a bike by steering a bow rudder, thus avoiding the need for outrigger
hulls. The other consisted of Tyson Rigg, a game sexagenarian from Henley, who had a superbly-built
catamaran, Maria Gloria, mounting his diamond-framed racer, again driven by a propeller. Both these
teams had practised extensively on the Thames and had previously met up, which is always good for
motivation. They would certainly welcome other teams to practice with, and cross-fertilisation with ideas
from wheeled HPV’s could probably bring some benefits, so if you fancy diversifying, try tracking them
down.
Given the aeons for which man has been messing about in boats, the extent of the differences in design
at the championships was quite remarkable. This was due to the contrasting demands of: a 100m flyingstart sprint, a tortuous slalom, a bollard pull (which did indeed knacker some of the craft) which involved
trying to tow away the jetty complete with towing force measuring device, a long distance race over
10km, a knock-out drag race competition (10m sprint with standing start) and a novelty event. The latter
involved a Le Mans start (as was), a sprint round a distance mark and back to the jetty where five plastic
coke bottles required to be shot with a water gun - a sort of watery biathlon if you like.
Some of you will no doubt have come across accounts of how, more than 150 years ago, the Royal Navy
proved once and for all in a tug-of-war that screw propellers are superior to paddle wheels. Well, talk to
the latest generation of ship scientists and it ain’t necessarily so. Apparently at the low powers put out by
HPV’s, paddles can do a respectable job (rowers, the water world’s UCI riders, don’t do badly after all,
even if their paddles take a bit of getting used to). The latest generation of paddle wheels (circa 1890)
had cyclically varying paddle geometry to keep the paddle blades upright more of the time, and this
design enabled a fourth place for one of the paddle wheelers, Clementine, in the long-distance race
(possibly the discipline most relevant to typical use) and almost a first for the same craft in the bollard pull
(possibly the least relevant, but their speciality). In total two boats used the ‘modern’ vario-paddles and
four had wheels with fixed paddles. The rest used screw propellers in water, with the exception of one
air-propeller and one whale-tail. Although the air-propeller boat, Dragonfly, was only just built and did not
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The racing is serious though, Nilgo being the expected winner followed by two conventional time-trial
bikes (UCI legal specification) and yours truly in fourth place on the Wasp. The AGM later that Saturday
evening is held in a classroom at the college Jeanne d’Arc and is to be a forum of debate as to the legality
of the two diamond frame bikes - “Velo classiques” as the French call them - but from what we can detect
the results will stand, as no protest is put in by anyone - this would undoubtedly not have been the
situation at a BHPC meeting!
After the AGM of which I have to admit I understand little or nothing in spite of having ‘O’ Level French, we
all go back to the centre of Le Havre to a restaurant close to the Bassin de Commerce one hour race
venue again. The meal is typically French and attended by about 30 of us in total, but the talk and
discussion is undoubtedly the highlight for most members who probably only see each other once a year
and are only in contact through their newsletter. Outside the restaurant a street rock band is playing and
the warm evening makes a fitting end with the roll back to the cars and the hotel under a clear starry night.
Sunday morning starts sunny and warm again as we make our way to the second event down by the
docks, the 200 m flying sprints. The races get off to a slow start as the police are not happy with the
closed-road situation and also an emergency for a doctor visiting a patient urgently further delays matters.
Once the event is underway though each competitor has both a scooter and a car for company on his
run; more to take account of wayward pedestrians on the course than for any other reason; a similar
situation to the Saturday one hour race when I nearly hit 3 or 4 jaywalkers on the course. This time I finish
third and manage to push one of the UCI bikes down to fourth. The last runs take place at around 1 p.m.
just as an enormous thunderstorm breaks and brings an abrupt end to the event with the police requiring
the roads to be reopened by this time anyway.
The final gathering is just around the corner at a youth club for lunch and prizegiving. The rain suddenly
stops as quick as it started and last group photographs are taken on the sea front and final goodbyes
exchanged.

The usual suspects...

The event by the way was held as part of the international cycling week and many other cycling and ecofriendly events were taking place at the same time throughout Europe and the world that week. So if you
want something different, I can thoroughly recommend this event for its small and friendly atmosphere
and make a short break holiday out of it. We will certainly consider going again if the venue is close to a
UK ferry destination.

Bon voyage et bon chance!
Ann & Nigel Sleigh
(Oh, I nearly forgot - we weren’t the only Brits there, the lads from the Brox outfit arrived with a couple of
taxi-bikes on their way to a delivery in Holland the following day.)
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The French Championships 1997 - the Non-recumbent-racer’s view
Upon reading the Newsletter, we quickly decided to participate in the event, in preference to the Holland
Experience - because of my deep love of France and all things French. Preparations were quickly
underway with Nigel tending his trusty “Wasp” to ensure that it came up to scratch; although we had not
received any written confirmation of any booking, Nigel’s conversation with Bernard gave scanty instructions
with the “reassurance” that the students were organising the event as part of their studies, and no-one
had received anything as no-one had met any of them!
We set out in a fine mood, however 3 ½ hours into the journey - just outside Hereford the Espace gave
up! After a 2 ½ hour wait the AA arrived and successfully installed a new clutch cable (it was a good job
we had one to spare!). The squeaks that emerged from the repair area were to prove a constant ‘nag’
during the trip as every hill/ incline/ wait would effect a real concern that we may break down yet again only this time in France with all the assorted pitfalls of French repairs.
The rest of the journey proved uneventful and we arrived in Le Havre on a very wet Saturday morning.
The initial meeting with a few of the Group established the welcome and warmth we received from all
involved with the event - they were truly wonderful and made us feel very special and privileged to attend.
The informal meeting outside the Town Hall illustrated why we hadn’t heard anything from the organisers
as it was clear that the plans were not formalised and complete - more of a “laissez faire” approach which
maybe we English could learn more from (The BHPC? Shurely shome mishtake – Ed).
The afternoon event proved very pleasant, helped by the emergence of the sun and following the rather
delayed positioning of fencing by the Police, the race was underway. It was enjoyable to see how the
locals reacted to the event, most were interested and actually stayed a time to watch - the kids just went
wild!
We were invited to attend the Club’s AGM in the evening in the organisers’ HQ, i.e. the local technical
college - we couldn’t follow the much heated debate however we did understand the major topic about
which you will all feel strongly viz. the inclusion of unfaired standard bicycles. Following this encounter all
made up during the dinner which was a splendid success - in true Gallic style.
Sunday dawned sunny, and the track was laid in a very elegant area of town, and although one resident
disapproved, the morning proved enjoyable to many residents who came out to watch and as the previous
day, the interest was evident. Although the event was scheduled to finish at 1 p.m. the sudden onset of
a thunderstorm at approx. 12:45 brought the event to a prompt halt. Lunch was provided in the local
Community Centre which was affiliated to the College. Results were announced and trophies given.
Nigel - or Nils as stated in the paper - did well - with no mishaps reported.
To conclude I would say that a truly splendid time was had by all - but such a pity that there weren’t more
people owing to the clash of the events - France National Bike Awareness Week obviously hadn’t seen
the Club’s Programme.

The French Championships 1997 - the Recumbent-racer’s view
Issue 48 of the BHPC Newsletter arrives at “Chez Sleigh” and is avidly devoured if not by the same
evening of its arrival, by sometime the following day. Its contents reveal many interesting articles as
usual, but this time there are details of the Summer’s continental events and meetings - my heart starts
racing, mind becomes fevered with thoughts of which ones can I enter, which ones can I afford, if any,
now that I am unemployed again? The German World Championships is too far off and will have to wait
until later for a decision - but Lelystad and Le Havre are on the same day. I consult the breadwinner and
Ann says it’s France or nothing; not that she doesn’t like Holland but because she is in love with France
and everything French.
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OK, it’s the weekend of the 7th and 8th June, so how do we get there? First we ring the AA holiday line
and they come back with a 72 hour crossing from Portsmouth to Le Havre for only £ 30,- return for the
Espace and the two of us . However, go over the 72 hours and the cost goes up to £ 150,- or thereabouts.
The ferries are busy booking the pre- Le Mans 24 hour race weekend so we decide to take a cabin
outbound on the Friday night and inbound on the Sunday night for an extra £ 30,- per cabin each way.
This saves on two nights Hotel in France and avoids wasting 7 to 8 hours on the crossing during daytime.
So that’s the transport sorted, now what about the entry?!
Can’t be easier, can it? Just fill in the form from the newsletter and send it off with our FF 350,-. Well,
wrong! First problem is that you can’t send Postal Orders to France in French Francs, so I have to get my
bank to write out a draft at the cost of another extra £ 10,- handling charge. Once done at least a month
before the event I send my entry off to the Organisers, not realising that they are a bunch of schoolgirls at
a college in S’Addresse near Le Havre, who organise the whole event as part of their business studies
diploma and who have probably never seen an HPV in their lives let alone ridden one. (The French Club
adopts this method of organisation because with a membership of only 50 throughout France,
geographically it would be hopeless to achieve otherwise. With the Club being that small even a full
programme of annual races is impossible to run - so aren’t we lucky in the UK, to have an enthusiastic
committee and a full schedule of events throughout the year!).
A week before the meeting I have still received no communication and start to panic. A call to Steve and
Sherri Donaldson is necessary to obtain Bernard Magnouloux’s telephone number. Abortive attempt to
ring him is made to an unsuspecting French lady, who is amused because I have dialled the wrong area
code - a new gtu. number is now required to prefix all 8 figure French numbers. The second attempt
however is successful and I chat to Bernard and Francoise, get a name of the participating hotel (Clarine)
in Le Havre and discover that Francoise has broken her “claricole” (collar bone) in a fall off her Peer Gynt
recumbent. Afterwards I ring the Hotel and the English speaking receptionist books us in at a special rate
for a double room. So, that’s it, all done with a week to go to the event.

Early next morning we arrive refreshed in Le Havre and following an abortive continuation on the Autoroute to Paris we find our modern hotel next to a new McDonalds - oh well progress is progress. Our
room is ready for us immediately at 9 am unlike many UK hotels and we unpack accordingly.
The event’s programme says we are to go to the Hotel de Ville (Town Hall) to meet civic dignitaries and
have lunch. But first I spot Raymond Brichet and Laurent Chapuis down by the bar and go and introduce
myself to them. They are there with another lad, Francois Bauvageot who turns out to be there because
he saw the meeting advertised on the Internet and has no previous knowledge of HPV’s whatsoever. Not
a bad start for a novice to collar the Nilgo team! Francois turns out to speak perfect English which is just
as well, as my French is rusty ‘O’ level standard, and gives them a good laugh when I say I am going to
get Ann from the “chambre”, but translates that I am going to do something far more intimate with her.
After some discussion it is time to set off to the Town Hall so the five of us climb into Raymond’s sporty
Renault for the short drive. A few minutes later we are parallel with the Town Hall (after going into a oneway system the wrong way and coming head-on with a police motorcycle cavalcade - nothing happened
- how understanding and laid-back the French can be sometimes on such occasions.) Once parked , not
that easy on a Saturday in the centre of Le Havre, we meet a few assembled French HPV members on
the forecourt/piazza and chat about recumbents - but no lunch materialised so we set off back to the hotel
to go to the first event at the “Bassin de Commerce” for the 1 hour race.
The track is around a dock in the centre of Le Havre with a rectangular shape. The two long sides are
part of a one-way system, the two short sides have traffic running in opposition. The HPV club have the
inside lane with barriers to protect the riders (!), which is not so bad on the long sides of the rectangle
where the traffic flows in the same direction, but somewhat daunting when you are cornering on the limit
with 50 ton juggernauts approaching you in the opposite direction.

We decide to leave on the Thursday to take in a night on the South Coast to extend the holiday. Our
planned destination is Weymouth but only two hours into the journey the clutch cable breaks on the
Espace as we enter Hereford. Two hours later the AA and the spare cable I always carry have us mobile
again. Our journey continues on through Gloucester and close to Castle Combe before we encounter
the tight twisty and hilly roads of Dorset. Eventually we enter Weymouth but decide it just isn’t for us, so
we carry on to Wareham and spend the night in a fully loaded Country Club Hotel - restaurant, bar,
swimming pool, sauna, solarium - just what a recumbent cyclist needs after a fraught day’s driving.
The next day, Friday, after breakfast we drive a few miles to the Bovington Tank Museum - somewhere I
have always wanted to visit. I thought Ann would be bored stiff with it, but she enthused and there we
read about Lawrence, including viewing a replica of his Brough Superior, and his friendship with Thomas
Hardy - “Far From The Madding Crowd” - his cottage being the next point on the itinerary. Unfortunately
after a 20 minute walk through dense woodland we arrive at Hardy’s cottage only to find it is closed on
Fridays and Saturdays - and although we are National Trust members visiting National Trust properties
on closed days seems to be the story of our lives.
Nevertheless the exterior is interesting but it is now time to make tracks towards Portsmouth via busy
Bournemouth, a delightful couple of hours in Lymington and then via the New Forest to Southampton.
The motorway is blocked solid at teatime and all the A-roads also congested. We try to detour only to
come back to where we left the motorway ½ hour earlier, although this time the traffic is moving so we
rejoin it and are in Portsmouth within a quarter of an hour. Portsmouth is delightful - clean, interesting and
with a wealth of history. We buy fish and chips on the promenade and watch the QE2 pass Cowes on the
Isle of Wight outbound on one of its cruises.

Nigel models the correct headgear for fending off French roadies and oncoming trucks...

On arrival at the terminal we exchange money and following embarkation find our cabin and settle into
the bar by club class which is quiet and uncrowded. The ship sails with only 1000 passengers (600 short
of full) and in darkness we glide past the HMS Victory and her more modern counterpart being refitted in
the Naval shipyards of Gosport.

As mentioned before the French HPV Club only has fifty members so don’t expect huge entries in France.
Nevertheless a field of ten for the hour race is pretty representative even for their championship. The
whole flavour of the meeting is really about talking to people, about seeing some old friends, having good
food and conversation and some racing, but not bearing any relationship to the originally agreed programme
- but who cares anyway?
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